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SutUIARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

PART A 

Project Title: Standardization and Quality Control - Phas£s I and II 

Project ~uu.ber: Phase I - DP/SRL/82/003 
Phase II - DP/SRL/86/007 

Executing Agencv 
l-XDP Budget 

t:SS 
Project 
Approved 

Dates ot 
Evaluation 

[~!DO Phase I 
Phase II 

890.812 
632. 764 

29 Oct. 82 
l3 Feb. 88 14-28 Januan· 91 

Government Imple
menting Agencv 

Government Budget 
(local currency) 

Date 
Q•erations started 

SLSI Phase I 12.402.440 Rs. 
Phase II 7.212.026 Rs. 

December 1982 
March 1986 

I. Objectives and outputs (Phase II) 
(~ote: Immediate objectives and output statements are identical. 
Output statements taken from latest PPER. 10/90.) 

(1) Development of laboratory accreditation activities. 
(2) Information and education. 
(3) Development of engineering standardization activities. 
(4) De\·elopment of company standardization acti'l.·ities. 
(5) Quality inspection activities. 

II. Purpose of the evaluation mission 

The Terms of Reference required the usual assessments of progress at the 
various levels of project designs. a re-examination of project design and its 
probable ispact, institution-building. sustainability and lessons learned. 
Specific issues for revie,.- included: 

(a) Relations of the projects with industry and other end-users: 
(b) Problems related to the organizational position, management and 

government support of the SLSI: 
( c) Future financing of SLSI in general , and the laboratories in 

particular. 

In its initial meetings with the Secretary to the Minister of 
Industries. Science and Technology. it was made clear that the Government was 
particularly interest~d in these specific issues, although issue (c) above was 
expanded to include all outreach services to industry. and team .. '!·slyses, 
conclusions and recommendations about the future role and mission of SLSI were 
~pecifically requested. 
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III. Findin~s of the e\·aluation mission 

The major finc!ings can b€ succincth· stated as folloi.:s: 

Project efficiencY ,.-as assessed as fair to satisfactorY. 
Considering external factors. the use of [~DP/L-XIDO inputs ,.-as satisfactory. 
Due to delays and emissions. the efficient use of Government inputs ,.-as less 
than planned or poor. 

Results at the output le'\·el i..-ere less than planned but. gb·en the 
external constraints implied. they i..-ere reasonably satisfactory. Success at 
the project purpose le'\·el. holt."e'\·er. is in doubt. Therefore. effectiveness is 
assessed as less than satisfactorv. 

Sustainabil.it):. as defined by the team. is also in doubt lt."ithcut 
some radical changes in mission. approach. management. and other innovati 1~~. 
particularly in reference to outreach sen·ices. 

The significance and relevance of the project to current 
Govertlillent policy and priorities. as presently designed. has changed as the 
process of industry deregulation and privatization accelerates. 

The SLSI is doing a commendabl~ job in executing its public and 
mandatory functions conc.,rning standards. certification. accredit.ation and 
inspection. Too much time and effort. however. is being given to establishing 
national standards of a voluntary nature instead of adopting international 
standards. 

Some useful outreach is being provided. particularly in training 
and testing. 

Ho,,;e'\·er. under its C!Jrrent status as a public corporation. ,,;ithout 
continuing and strong leadership. and lacking the flexibility needed to 
identify and respond to industry needs in a nei..- and highly competitive 
environment. SLSI i.;ill not be able to respond significantly to the 
Government's Industrial Strategy without sC'me rather drastic char.ges. 
particularly in reference to outreach servic~~ to industry. 

Industry is i.:illing and able to i:-ay the full costs for effecth·e 
consultations and other sen·ices concerned i.;ith quality control. either 
directly from SLSI or as part of multi-disciplinary task forces (i.e .. in co
operation with other quasi-public institutions concerned i.;ith industrial 
outreach services). 

t:ntil SLSI and sister organizations are providing services which 
significantly assist relatively large- and medium-scale factories in achieving 
and maintaining quality control standards necessary for open competition. 
other functions such as consumer education and protection. assistance to 
cottage and small-scale industry. etc .. must take a back seat. 

Ill. RecoD1D1endations of the evaluation mission 

The ncommendations concerning the proj£ ~t involves n~ -designin6 
the remainder of what is left i;, the budget to provide short-term. 
international experts in strategic plannin~. metrology. quality assurance and 
management t:o a-;sist the new Director-General. when appointed. in positiuning 
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the SLSI to respond effecti\·ely and promptly to the Industrial Strategy 
recently promulgated by the Government. 

Requests for future l1\DP /t1\IOO assistance should a•ai t the outcome 
of such a plan. 

The Go\-ernment should initiate actions •hich •ill pro,·ide the SLSI 
with the necessary authority. flexibilit~. staffing and physical facilities 
to cart"· out effective and demand-driven outreach set"-ices related to quality 
control. 

The evaluation report should be transmitted as soon as possible 
to the Industrial Commission. which is currently conducting an analysis of 
infrastructural changes and requirements for ins ti tut ions concerned ll:i th 
science and technology. 

\. Lessons learned 

The e\-ents to date demonstrate ho" an original project design can be 
rendered obsolete or marginal by external events. unless they ar~ monitored 
and considered on a regular basis. 

A number of recommendations are concluded ll:hich are related to ·:he 
process of design and evaluation. most noteworthy which are: 

Encourage scheduling of tripartite revie"s in conjunction •ith 
in-depth evaluations: 
Placing more emphasis on defining the "purpose" of a project as 
differentiated from expected results/outputs: 
Greater emphasis must be extended on using the lessons learned 
from previous thematic evaluations on project design and 
implementation: 
Use of the service module concept for institution-building 
projects should be required and monitored. 

\"I. E\-aluation team 

Raymond E. Kitchell. Development Management Consultant. and team 
leader. representing UNDP 

Oscar Gonzalez-Hernandez. Chief of Evaluation Staff. and representing 
UNIOO 

A. Milinda Moragoda. Managing Director of Mercantile !·lanagement 
Services Ltd .. and representing the Government of Sri Lanka. 
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PART B 

To be coo?leted b\· the resident re?resentaci\·e of L\"DP iooediate1'· after 
the eraluarion has been finislied. and sent to the L~DP regional bureau. F~.:JOO 
Headc;uarters and the Go\"ernoent concerned. 

I. Recipients of the report of the ~valuation mission 

II. Comments of l""'.\DP field office 

PART C 

To be coo?leted b~- i·~DP and sent to the resident re?resentati\·e of l".\.DP 
and the regional bureau concerned within one month of the receipt of the 
report together ·ioith Parts . .\ and 3 of this summar\". 

PAPT D 

To be cOll?leted b~- the n .. sident representative of the l'."tDP 12 months 
after completion of the e\·aluation. 

follo~-up action to the evaluation report 
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I_ INTRODUCTION 

The Sri Lanka Standards Institution (SLSI) •as established in 1964 for 
th~ primary purpose of promoting standardization in industry and comm~rce 
1"hich ,.-as at one time oper.ating under the :-tinistry ot Trade and Commerce. It 
currently operates under the auspices of the ~inistry of Industry. Science and 
Technology. The SLSI. a corporate botiy. is headed by a Chairman and 
management is vested in a council consisting of eleven members appointed by 
the ~inist~-. The chief executh-e of the organization is the Director General 
who is also ex-officio \"ice-Chairman of the Council. There are six technical 
divisions 1"hich carry out the main bodv of 1"ork. 

SLSI has received U~DP/L~IDO assistance since 1982 11."hen Phase I. 
entitled "Development of Standardization and Quality Control". SRL/82/003 ...-as 
approved and became operational. The t:~DP contribu~ion •as estimated at 
$700. 250 ...-ith a Go,-ernment contribution of 12 .402 .440 SLRs. The main 
objective or purpose of the project was to upgrade the SLSl's capability to 
undertake standardization in general and the improvement of staff technical 
skills in selected areas. e.g. . import inspection. consultancy services. 
consumer education and the institution of a laboratory accreditation program. 
In the final tripartit- review it •as concluded that the outputs (called 
immediate otjectives) had been successful to abc.ut: 901 of the target. 
Howe,·er. it was evident that further external assistance was needed to 
consolidate the effects of the project under completion and to broaden the 
SLSI' s scope of activities. Accordingly. a second phase of the project 
entitled "Standardization and Quality Control (Phase II)". SRL/86/007. was 
approved in 1988. It: contemplated a duration of three years and included a 
UNDP contribution of ~575.000 and Government: inputs of 7.212.026 Rs. The 
five areas selected for further institutional development were: laboratory 
accreditation. promotion of standards and consumer education: engineering 
standards: quality control: and import/export inspection. 

The first phase of project assistance was justified on the basis that 
standardization and quality control are necessary adjuncts to undertaking a 
rapid industrial development: program with strong emphasis on export 
capabilities. Establishment of natio.ial standards and imple1aentation of 
quality control functions at ar =arly stage of industr.i:•l development was seen 
as a sine Qua non for orderly industrial growth. r~duction of waste and 
optimum productivity. In the second phase. the Government: was revising the 
policies regarding a free market er.onomy. privatization. d~rP.gulation and 
industrial priorities. At this time t:t. project: rationale .hifted to 
improving the ~competitiveness" of Sri Lankc>.n industry. facilitate 
inte:Lnational trade and increase consumer protection with the objective to 
sti11Ulate further industrial growth in an open econ'lmy. with minimum controls 
on quality and price. the need for standards. certification and inspection 
services have become more critical. Detailed discussions of the current 
policy environment affecting the project appear in the "context of the 
project" in the next chapter. 

The on-site evaluation took place in co:~mbo and nearby areas on l~ to 
26 Januarv 1991. The evaluation mission members were: 
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Ra\·mond E. Kitchell. De\·elopment =-tanage:nent Consultant and 
team leader. representing l:\DP 

Oscar Gonzalez-Hernandez. Chief of E\·aluation St<iff. 
rtprescnting l:\IDO 

:\. :-tilinda :-toragoda. :-tan.aging Director of '.iercantile 
~anagement Sen·ices Ltd .. representing the Go\·ernment 
of Sri Lanka. 

l"nfortunateh· the Go\·ernment representati'\·e •as not: free until the 
second •eek of the exercise and •as therefore unable to participate in all the 
team assessments. Ho•e\·er. his kno•ledge of industri<il conditions and 
C:o\·enllllent: expectations •ere invaluable to the team in reaching its final 
conclusions and recommendations. 

Inten·ie•s •ere held •ith the Secretarv of the :iinist:rv of Industries. . . 
Science and Technology. the Finance Minist:~·- the Department of Internal Trade 
and the Export De\·elopment Board. \"isit:s •ere also made to four industrial 
firms •ho ha\.·e been end-users of SLSI • s sen·ices. Intervie•s also •ere 
conducted Ait:h several SLSI Council members. the Acting Director General. the 
Deputy Director General and Division Directors and visits •ere made to the 
se\·eral laboratories. SLSI staff •ere requested to make a self-e\·aluat:ion of 
their current: status and performance using an expanded sen:ice module format. 
Consul tat: ion also took place •it:h the l~DP Resident Representative. Deput .. 
Resident Representative and U~IDO Country Director ( a full list of places 
visited and persons consulted is included in annex II of this report:). 

Assessments in this report. made bv the Deputy Director General and the 
Di\·ision Directors of SLSI. end-users and the evaluation team. •ere made using 
a ~-1 favor-to-disfavor scale as follows: 

.:, 
4 
3 
2 
l 
0 

far exceeding expectations/excellent: 
more than planned/very good 
as planned/satisfactory 
less than planned/fair 
marginal/poor 
cannot d~t:ermine. 

The exercise ended •ith an oral presentation of the major team findings. 
conclusions and recommendations to the tripartite representatives. This •as 
follo"ed immediately by a tripartite re\·iew of the project. The team 10ishes 
to ackno•ledge the co-operation. support and •.mderst"'nding of all involved and 
particularly the d~puty Director C:eneral and Acting :\ational Project Director. 
Mr. C.D.R.A. Jayawardena. 
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IL PROJECT CONCEPT AND DESIGN 

A. Context of the project 

t:ntil 1977. Sri Lanka folloa-ed a protected and import-substitution t~·pe 
of economy. industrialization being spearheaded by relath·ely large public 
enterprises. The Gm.-ernment that came to po,...cr then started to liberalize the 
trade and payment system but failed to address the large size and inefficiency 
of the public sector. In fact. the public im-estment prcgramme actually 
expanded placing increased pressures on the budget and balance of payments. 

:1 response. in ~o"-ember 1986 the Go"-ernment prepared a Pol icy Frame"ork Paper 
(PFP) supported by a structural adjustment facility of the I~ "hich included. 
inter alia. reducing the public sector and restructuring and reorientation of 
the industrial sector toaards increased external competitiveness. 

Hoae"-er thE: implementation of such measurE:s suffered delays mostly 
caused by domestic conflict and violence during part of 1987 and most of 1988 
and 1989. Xe" presidential elections in the end of 1988 led to a ne" 
Government which aas confronted by a continuation of delayed economic reforms 
and se'\·ere economic and financial constraints. In mid-1989 the Go"·ernment 
embarked on a series of economic restructuring efforts ai~ed at imple~entir.g 
the unfulfill~d goals of the PFP. particularly the reduction of the public 
sector. inter alia. by reducing the size of the civil sen·ice by 20% o"·er 4-S 
years. privatizing a large number of public enterprises and stepping up the 
opening of the economy including manufacturing. In ahat concerns th€ 
industrial sector. this new policy was stated in "A Strategy for 
Industrialization in Sri Lanka". issued by the Ministry of Industries on lS 
December 1989 which followed a free trade regime while draaing up measures to 
boost economic development through industrialization. It recognized that this 
approach aould take time to yield positive results. Priority aas provided to 
export oriented industrialization in line with the economic restructuring 
programme of mid-1989. The need to provide short-term incentives to 
industrial investment was recognized. particularly to export-oriented 
industries. However. a continuation of import substitution efforts on a 
competitive basis was also supported. A special reference was made t3 the need 
for domestic-oriented enterprises to become externally competitive and for the 
phasing out of uneconomic lines of production. 

Despite the economic difficulties since the early 1980s and the ethnic 
disruption of the late 1980s. gro~th of industrial output doubled from 4% per 
annum in the 1970s to BX in the 1980s. More than half of Sri La1.ka's exports 
in 1989 relate to manufact•.1res although distribution is highly skewed. In 
fact. 30% of total exports refer to garments which underscores the potential 
for growth in other industrial sub-sectors. 

~'bile the strategy encompiissed incentive packages for research and 
development. technical assistance and financial schemes to assure the 
upgrading of small- aul medium-scale industries and for training facilities. 
somehow the subject of standardization and quality control was absent from 
this document. However. the mission was assured by high levei officials in 
the Ministry of Industries. Science and Technologv that the Gov~rnment is 
placing emphasis on industry reaching adequatF1 quality levels since only in 
that way will they be competitive in domestic and external markets. While the 
Government will continue to support financially related public institutions. 
which includes the SLSI. they will have to be more responsive to industry 
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('IOhich i.-ill be increasingly pri\-ate) needs to find their respecti\·e market 
niches and prospects. 

It is useful to trace briefh· the histor~· and the: prospects of the SLSI 
.....-ithin the economic background identified abon·. Created as thE Bureau of 
Cevlon Standards (BCS) in 1964. it commenced acti\·ities during 196::> on 
electrical. mechanical and civil engineering. agriculture products. chemicals 
and metrication. The first standards •ere published in 1967 and pertained to 
import-substitution products. The first tests relating to chemical products 
•ere undertaken in its o•n laboratories established in 1970. BCS joined the 
ISO in 1972. The first training in standardization and qualitv control i.-as 
undertaken in 1973. 1979 sa~ the launching of the export inspection scheme 
•hich •as limited to agricultural and fishing commodities. This scheme. 
therefore. did not first correspond to any export dri \·e and. in fact. did not 
fall within the then adopted industrialization model. The Import Inspection 
Scheme i.-as implemented in 1986 to monitor the quality of products imported 
into the country under the liberalized import policies. Those co\·ered are 
presently canned fish. condensed milk. fruit concentrates. electrical 
fittings. s•itches and outlets. lamp holders. electric bulbs. hot plates and 
fertilizers. In 1987 consumer education circles started to be established in 
high schools in an effort to create consumer a•areness. 

The opening up of the economy in regard to industrial products. alth0ugh 
started in 1986. only no• is beginning to be significantly felt in the 
country. Consequently. the effects of an open economy ha\·e just started to 
affect significantly the direction of the SLSI. ~e\·ertheless. the polic\· of 
selling sen·ices to end-users started at an early datt. Despite economic 
do~'l'lturns and the fear that much of the •ork carried out under SLSI is on a 
voluntary basis. income from sen·ices amounted to approximately 20 :< of the 
total budget in 198~. 

At this juncture - an economy continuing to open up. the financia~ 

support to public institutions diminishing and the possible increase in ti"-.-.. 
number of institutions. public and pri\·ate. in the outreach sen·ice business -
the SLSI has to determine its market niche and become more responsi\·e to end
users ne-=ds making itself less dependent financially on the Treasury. 

B. The project document 

1. Ibe problem and tecbnicaJ approach 

The problems to be solved by both phases of the proje-:t are rather 
similar. since they were not adequately solved by the first phase and thus 
carried through to the second phase. They refer to: 

(a) the lack 01 adequate laboratory facilities and manpolr:er lr:ithin and 
without the SLSI to pr1wide qualit'· control and certification services to 
industry and to back up the development of standards: 

(b) insufficient consumer protection and a10areness ot the public at 
large: 

(c) the lack of a sufficient number of nc.tional and compan~· stanciards 
(including c~mpany qualitv procedures) for industrial products and inputs: 
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(d) the unfulfilled needs of industn: for ad\·icE rdated to qualit\
control and standardization in their production. 

These problems '"·ere tackled by the project in the folloi..-ing 'l.."ay: 

by .equipping SLSI laboratories. upgrading its manpv\l.·er skills and 
assisting in the launching of a laboraton: accreditation scneme: 
by ad\-ising and assisting in launching a consure-:r a,.;areness 
programme: 
by ad\-ising on t:he de'\·elopment of additional national 
standards: 

and compar.~· 

by assisting in the launching of 
industrial plants on industrial 

paid consultancy sen·ices to 
standardization a.1d quality 

assurance. 

In the opinion of the e'\-aluation mission. the problems '"~ere tackled in 
an adequate and con'\-entional i.:ay noting. howe'\·er. that the absence of a 
detailed strategy for SLSI to respond to the different and changing needs of 
the industrial sector in an increasingly competitiYe and open economic 
em·ironment seriousl '\" jeopardizes pre_> ject success at the project purpose 
le'\·el. 

2. Objectives. indicators and major assumptions 

Phase I 

In the project document for Phase I. the "immediate objecti'\·es" are 
described as folloi.:s: 

The immediate objectives of the project are to upgrade the Sri Lanka 
Standards Institute's (SLSI) capability to: 

(1) implement standardization. quality control and product quality 
certification of local goods i.:ith special empha~is on products 
manufactur2d by state o"'-ned organizations: 

(2) be the official agent of foreign standards/quality certification 
in5titutions for Sri Lanka in export products as well as imported 
products: and 

( 3) carry out consul tancv sen·ices at fa-::torv le'\·el in order to 
implement quality control and standardization procedures and 
practices. 

The "output" statements. which are all related to immediate objective 
(1). are stated as: 

(1) Establishment of standards specifications: 
(2) International sta~dards i.:ork: 
(3) Estahlishment of Qualit~· Control functions in State controlled 

industries: 
(4) [pgrading the facilities of the laboratory: 
(5) Librarv and technical information services. 

~teasuring indicators were specified but were ea:;ilv quantified 
performance targets not directly related to institutional capaci tv. In the 
justification of the project. the purpose is described a· " .... to expand thP 
national capabilities in providing product standardization and quality control 
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ser\·ices to thE ind•..1striEs and EXportcrs/importtrs at f,oods" _ But this ;,im 
is then <ilmost torgottEn in tht: dt:sign sections ot tht projtct docuwtnt _ 

ExcEpt for prior obligatio11s. then' ·1o:as no att.:mpt to cxplicitl'-
identif~- rK.jor .:;ssumptions .:;bout chiin[;ES in thc projtct £m·irorunt..nt _ i.t. 
expectations of E\-ents outside managEment control \o:hich ,,.-ould .at ft~ct tht 
production of outputs and their continuing import.:;nce _ :.:hi le the institution
building function of the projEct is ~lEar. the logic and major dEsign elem~nts 
or le,-els are confused. For example_ the immediatt objecti,·es and c,ut.puts .:J.rt 

identical. :-lany are not dEscribed in tErms :>f increased capabilities. and 
indicators appropriat.e for purposE. output an<l acti\·it\· le\·Els arE iibsent . 
.:\c~i,·ities are related to immediate objecti\·es or outputs <ind pro,·ide the 
basis for preparing an event-oriented ,.,-orkplan. 

as: 

Phase II 

In the Phase II project d, ;ument. the "immediate objecti,·es" an: stated 

To strengt.hen the Sri Lanka Standards Ins ti tut ion and impro,·e its 
capability to: 

(1) establish a national scheme of laboratory accreditation in Sri 
Lanka: (see output 1) 

(2) carry out public information and education activities creating 
consumer demands ,,.-hich ,,.-ill inducE manufacturEr~ to produce goods 
conforming to nationa) standards: (see ouLput 2) 

(3) earn· out standardization acti,·ities and formulate ne1o: standards 
in the engineering industries at the national le\·el in Sri Lanka: 
(see output 3) 

(4) carrv out company standardization activities ~t~bling producers 
to formul.:;te in-house standards in fcoct and mechanical 
engineering industries: (see output 4) 

(S) establish a quality control system for imports and exports based 
on bilateral agreements lo."ith major trade partners. (see output .J) 

The outputs are further described in detail as to staff. facilities. 
equipment and skills as: 

Objecti\·e 1 
Objective L 

Objective 3 
Objecth-e 4 
Objective .J 

Laboraton· Accreditation 
Information and Education 
En.;ineering Industrv Standardization 
Company Standardization 
Inspection Procedures 

Estimated completion dates are provided bur bastline data (£: .g .. 
Phase I institution-building achievements) are missing. 

Activities. again commendablv related to cach output. are included in 
the prodoc. ~o indicators at anv design level are provided. !fa_jor 
assumptions arc aiso absent. Ho1o:ever. enough information is providtd to 
provide a sound basis for the subsequent development of service modules ar~ 
related lo."orkplans. 
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3. Targeted beneficiaries 

Phases I and II 

Only a general statement is included. i.e. "industries and exporters/ 
importers of goods". while more specific end-users and beneficiaries are 
implied in the Phase II statement of immediate objectives/outputs. So direct 
treatment of this important question is included in the project document. 

4. Work plan 

Phase I 

Under the heading ~ork Plan Bar Chart. the project document requires 
that "a detailed 11:ork plan for the implementation of the project .-ill be 
prepared by the leader of the national staff as~igned to the project. This 
11:ill be done at the start of the project and brought for.-ard periodically. 
The agreed upon work plan will be attached to the project document as 
annex 1 and •ill be considered as part of this document". No annex l or work 
plan. bar chart or otherwise. was discovered in the project file made 
available. 

Phase II 

A preliminary and extremely simple (bar chart) work plan is provided in 
the. prodoc as-annex II. A detailed work plan was to be prepared by the NPD 
in consultation with international experts and updated periodically. Both the 
trCD c.:1nd L'NIDO backstopping officer, in re\·iewing the November 1989 PPER. noted 
the need for a 'revised' and 'r~alistic' workplan that takes into account 
prevailing conditions. responds to improvements in conditions (or setbacks) 
and an understanding by all parties as to qualifications of experts and 
specifications for training programs". Subsequent mention of a workplan is 
sparse and apparently was overshadowed by other problems which were resulting 
in "stagnation" and a possible need for "reformulation of the project". The 
NPD states this was because (a) external events constantly required schedule 
up-dating , and (b) activities could be adequately monitored using SLSI normal 
progress reports. 

5. Assessment 

The design of Phase I was conducted using the then new guidelines issued 
by UNDP and u1'IDO and a serious attempt to comply is evident. However. the 
confusion in UNDPjUNIDO's application of the logi:~! framework concept for 
project design, particularly in the use of term "immediate objective" instead 
of "purpose" is clearly demonstrated in this design where immediate objectives 
include an introductory statement which is the brief est possible description 
of purpose (i.e. upgrade SLSI's capability) and statements of programs to be 
carried out, i.e. almost its entire mission. The thrust is correct but it 
totally fails to distinguish between the role of SLSI per se and the more 
limited purpose or aim of the project. The "outputs" which are also referred 
to as "goals" and except for the laboratory facilities are not expressed in 
institution-building terms, i.e., the ca~~'>ility which is to be established, 
expa·,1ded and/or strengthened. UNI DO guidelines al ready issued on the use of 
service modules for institution-building projects were obviously not used. 

In Phase II. immediate objectives and outputs are identical but, with 
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the latter. more detail is given as to the c<.pabilities to be established. 
Ho•ever. lacking baseline data and appropriate detail on the type. quantity 
and magnitude of sen·ices to be pro,·ided. it depends hea,·ily on subsequent 
definition and aork planning "hich apparently did not take place in a 
sufficient and timelv manner. if ~t all. 

Assumption and indicators 

In neither phase was any explicit consideration given to •critical 
assumptions• and it is do~btful •hether the concept was understood. In terms 
of indicators. in Phase I those supplied were simple performance targets not 
direct!~ related to institution-building but which could have been useful in 
estimating service demand. In Phase II. none were supplied. Again the nature 
of design guidelines to adequately distinguish bet•een the purpose le,·el of 
a project: (confusingly labeled i ... ediate objective - does a project have a 
long term objective? No. only the Government: has that) and the output le,·el 
makes the selection of indicators a personal process of grasping at that \>hich 
is quantified in the easiest way. The difference can be briefly demonstrated 
as follows: 

Desi&n Level Indicators 

1 Development objective(s) Increase in garment exports 
Decrease in health hazards from 
imported canned fish 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Purpose (immediate 
objective) 

Outputs 

Activity 

Inputs 

Increased quality control in textile 
mills 
Adoption of voluntary national 
standards 
Expanding use of certification 
programmes 
(referred to as end-of-project
stat:us indicators) 

Type, magnitude and quality 

Selected major events or milestones in 
work plan 

Expenditures. deliveries 

Targeted beneficiaries 

No direct treatment of this important question is given in the prodocs 
for either phase raising the question of whether the design guidelines require 
such statements or, if they do. why reviewing officers do not take note. In 
this case. the subject is first raised when preparing a PPER where a statement 
on beneficiaries is required. In passing. it should be noted that 
beneficiaries refer to the development objective and purpose levels. not the 
output level (i.e. SLSI , are obvious beneficiaries of project inputs and 
activities). A higher standard of project design should have been and was 
reflected in Phase I I but failure to use the service module concept is 
unfortunate and makes evaluation of performance more subjective than need be. 
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Work plan 

The absence or preparation of simplistic bar charts almost soleh
related to input delh·ery indicates a serious deficiency in project management 
and. perhaps. the guidelines pro\·ided for •ork planning. This should be more 
carefully monitored and remedial action taken "hen required by the XPD. (CD. 
and L~IDO backstopping officer. If adequate for L~DP/l~IDO purposes. some 
leeway could be provided in using SLSI processes for •ork planning. 

Assessment of design elements 

Based on the anal vs is 
assessments on project design 

Design Level 

Development object i ,-e 
Technical approach 
Immediate objecth·es (purpose) 
Outputs 
Indicators 
Assumptions 
~ork Plan (activities) 

Overall assessment of 
project design 

pro\·ided abo\-e 
are as follm.-s: 

Phase I 

2 

3 
1 
2 
0 
1 

1 

and re vie• 

Phase II 

1 

1 
3 
0 
0 
1 

2 

of documentation. 
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111. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

:\. Assessment ot inputs supplied and acti\·ities undertaken 

1. Inputs 

In both phases. l:\IDO •as to supply short-term experts. a considerable 
number of fellowships and study tours and equipment. The external budget in 
both phases was basically as tollo•s: 

Table I 

Bud~et in l.S. dollars 

Short-term experts 
fellowships & study tours 
Equipment 
Sundries 

Total 

At. :.he en:i c! t.he p:-c_lec:.. 

lst Pt-.ase 

16/.::>84 
291.414 
4lb. 2::>4 

l::>. ::>60 

890.812 

2nd Phase' 

1::>9. 823 
243 . .J:J4 
223 .600 

::>. I~ 7 

632./64 

2 As c! J:. :e:a:We: 139i::. Does c:i:. in.::;.ide :he ma::dat.o:-~· b·~.:UJ•':. ::e\.·~s!.o~ !o: :a;:. :he 
mission col..ild no!. obt~air. !rem Financ:ia:. Sen:ices c! L'N!OC a more ~pdat.ed budge:. si:.ua:.:.o:: 

In the suppl~· of short-term experts there •ere the usual delays. in 
particular dEring the second phase. On the one hand the posts called for 
rather specialized expertise not al"'ays easy to attract. particularly for a 
co1~~!:ry "'here the publicized safety was not the highest. On the other hand 
the candidates submitted by L:\IDO did not al•ays meet the high expectations 
of the SLSI. As a result during this advanced stage of phase 11 only 33% of 
the international expert component "'as supplied 10hile the remaining is 
expected to be supplied until the end of this year. Two man/months of 
national expertise was supplied during the second phase and none under the 
first. The expertise supplied was adequately qualified. The implementation 
of fellowships and delivery of equipment suffered usual delays which did not 
affect the project. Despite the lack of permanent headquarters for the SLSI. 
all equipment except one piece (a higher temperature furnace for calibration 
of thermometers) was installed and is being used properly. The training and 
equipment provided b:--· Ll'!'\IDO is ccnsidered applicable and adequate. 

Regarding the Government contribution to the project. the personnel 
pro,·ided "'as adequate in quantity but. in some cases. ,·ery much be lo"' those 
indicated in the project document - for instance the engineering department 
"'as supposed to have a total of 20 engineers but has only seven. However. as 
it turns out. it is not felt that this condition seriously affected project 
success. 

The recent lack of a full-time Director-General will be discussed in 
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chapter\. At the ~eputy Director-General and Department Director level. the 
quality of the sr;aff employed ...-as assessed as good. ::lost have 20 ~.-ears 
experience in quality control and standardization and ha"·e appropriate 
academic qualifications. At the operational level - engineers and scientists 
- the level of industrial experience and academic achievement ...-as sometimes 
deficient. For instance. the officer dealing with po...-er electric standards 
development was not an electrical engineer. It is. recognized that this 
problem is of difficult solution since the salaries offered do not always 
attract suitable staff. 

The only short-coming of real serious note is the pro,·ision of the 
permanent headquarters for the SLSI promised under both phases but still not 
completed. Only the structure for the first phase of the building (20.000 
sq.ft) is completed due. primarily. to bankruptcy of the original contractor 
and legal problems ...-ith the consulting architect which. reportedly . ...-ill soon 
be solved. The SLSI is presently housed in seven different buildings 
including the laboratories in four buildings This is detrimental to the 
operations of the SLSI and hampers inter-departmental coordination. 

2. Activities 

A rather elaborate list of activities related to each output . ...-ith 
quantified indicators. was included in the project document for Phase 1. A 
detailed work plan was to be prepared but was never done. These activities 
were by and large undertaken although with slippage. The project was to end 
by ~he end of 1986 but in fact only terminated a year later. The quantified 
indicators. which were highly optimistic. could not be reached in the majority 
of cases. e.g. . the number of standards issued. The acti ,.i ties which were not 
undertaken or completed pertain to the permanent headquarters and to twinning 
with similar institutions abroad. These tasks. which were relegated to the 
second phase. even if they were net explicitly stated in the second phase 
project document. 

A list of 20 activities related to the five inputs was included in the 
project document of Phase II. A bar chart for such activities was included 
but a detailed work plan was never prepared. An analysis of these activities 
show that they were undertaken either totally or partially. again with 
slippage - with the exception of those pertaining to: 

Laboratory accreditation; 
Vehicle with audio-visual equipment for promotion work; 
Extension of the computer system to cover standards development. 

It is expected that these activities ...-ill be completed by the end of 
1991 with the exception of the computer systea which will be financed under 
an IDA loan. 

In conclusion. the implementation of the projec· 's activities has 
progressed satisfactorily. given the conditions. 
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B. Assessment of project mana&ement 

Planning. backstopping 110Ditoring and review 

The project documents were prepared respectively by o consultant under 
preparatory assistance for the first phase and by a l~IDO staff member 
together with the National Project Secretary for the second phase. An 
assessment of project design is made in chapter I I. As mentioned just above. 
no "ork plan "as prepared in both phases al though it •as required in the 
project document. Technical backstopping of the project could only be 
addressed by the Pvaluation team for recent years. Backstopping was assessed 
to be aeak un•.il a ,-ear ago •hen it improved noticeably and is no• judged 
competent 2~J adequate. 

~onitoring of the project •as essentially ad hoc since a detailed work 
plan was missing in both phases. There was no review undertaken of the 
currency or adequacy of the project design in both phases. Re,·isions were 
limited to budgetary changes. 

2. L1\DP 

Management of the tripartite review process and co-ordination 

Tripartite reviews Wf:re held regularly every six months as it was 
mandatory - during the first phase of the project. There three parties were 
adequately represented in such reviews. The chair was normally occupied by a 
Deputy Director of the External Resources Department of the Ministry of 
Finance. SLSI was represented by its Director General. also the ~ational 

Project Director. the Deputy Director General. and the Project Executi'\·e 
Secretary. The Ministry of Industry was represented at a senior level. l"SDP 
was represented by its Resident Representative (or Deputy) and L1\IDO by the 
SIDFA. often also by the backstopping officer. Project progress reports were 
prepared for the TPR's by the Project Executive Secretary using the form then 
in force. Tripartite reviews tended to concentrate on delivery of inputs in 
the carrying out of activities. 

The second phase coincided with the introduction of the new progress 
reporting format. namely the PPER. and tripartite reviews were held annually. 
The nature of tripartite reviews did not change and only in the last 
tripartite review held in early 1990 was there a shift of attention from 
inputs and activities to management problems which by then had become clearly 
visible. The last scheduled TPR is to take place on 25 January 1990 and is 
primarily to consider the findings and recommendations of this in-depth 
evaluation. 

Coordination and administrative support by L"NDP was found adequate. l'Oo 
particular delays were reported on equipment customs clearance. experts and 
fellowships acceptance and matters related to USDP jurisdiction were normally 
delegated to the SIDFA. except participation in tripartite reviews. 
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3. Sri La.nka Go"·eupent Support 

National Project Director 

Tite support of the Sri Lank.an Government to the project was mixed. 
However. it did not differ from support provided to similar projec~s. During 
the period under re"·ie'". despite that ge:ieral Go"·ernment policy '"as 
supportive of the SLSI and its mandate. retrenchment in public expenditures 
meant that budset appropriations were often lower than requested. Recruitment 
freezes in the publ:, sector. such as the one presently in force. 11€ant that 
vacant posts could :1ot ~ filled even if budgets were a"·ailable. Titis is 
exemplified by the nresent situation in the engineering department where out 
of a total cadre oL 20 only seven positions filled. Tite recent and frequent 
changes of tutelage of the SLSI did not help either. Another consequence of 
ina!lequate Government support is represented by the erection of the SLSI 
permanent he4dquarters. ~bile the planning started in 1982. it is no• roughly 
only 2/3 c<>11pleted and it is not foreseen when will it be. Howe"·er. the 
present probleill with the project is not so much the degree of Government 
support but the way in which the Government allows the SLSI ganagement to run 
its business. 
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IV. PROJECT RESULTS 

A. Assessment of outputs produced 

If the princiµal function of a project is institution-building. as in 
this case. the output or results of project activities aust be expressed in 
times of ne1' or increased •capacity• to perform the serYice or functions 
planned for the organizational unit responsible. Providing a service. e.g. 
negotiating t1'o export inspection agreements is not a measurement of the 
capacity but an indicator of its use 1"ilich is appropriate in e\·aluating 
project success at the project purpose level but not at the output level. 

The indicators for an objective evaluation of project results. 
therefore. are the original specification of the dimensions of the capacity 
to be created or strengthened. less the baseline capacity. if any. which 1'as 
present at project initiation. ~ords like •functioning". •capable•. 
•iaproved•. •qualified•. and •strengthened•. which appear frequently in the 
output statements taken from the prodoc. are essentially meaningless for 
evaluation purpo,es unless supported by further specification in subsequent 
documentation. 

USIDO guidelines on project design for institution-building projects 
require use of the service or functional module concept for planning. 
implementation and monitoring. The concept was not used in the project 
design stage and was introduced only by the UNDP required format for its 
Project Performance Evaluation Report (PPER). This report. prepared by the 
Acting National Project Director from SLSI progress reports, initiated the use 
of such an approach but the data pressed into the limited size of the form 
(Part III Evaluation of Project Performance - Outputs) was. except for the 
quantification of staff requirements. seriously deficient in information on 
type. magnitude. level and locations of service demand anticipated. the skill 
levels required. the aet~.odologies and procedures needed. identification of 
end-users. marketing of ser\•ices. and special management features including 
self-financing targets. 

In order to improve upon this situation. the team prepared two forms for 
completion by Divi~ion Directors. The first requit'ed the directors to provide 
a self-assessment of inputs and results. The second invited the directors to 
prepare service llOdules in greater detail than that provided in the PPER 
including the output planned by project completion. current status. any 
anticipated gaps by project completion and reco ... endations ~n what should be 
done to fill these gaps. if any. The purpose was explained orally during team 
discussions with staff. The self-assessments were provided but only one or 
two divisions made any attempt to develop a service module and these were 
essentially the saae statements prepared by the NPD in the latest PPER. 

Just below appears the descriptive statement of each output and sub
output. current status. accomplishments. and a comparison of assessments made 
by the Division Directors. the NPD and the evaluation team. This is the 
te&11's best effort. given the current conditions. to provide systematic and 
more objective assessments. It must be noted that the completion of most 
outputs has been adversely effected by external factors, particularly 
Government freezes on recruitment and turmoil in the countryside. 
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2. Output assess11Ents 

Outp.at No. 1. Laboratory Accreditation 

a. (i) A functionin• technical secretariat (attached to the Laboratory 
Sen·ices Db;ision) consisting of three staff members •ho. on the basis 
of improved facilities. •ill be ~apable of organizing and administering 
laboratory accreditation activities ~ithin the country-completion date 
end of 1989. 

(ii) T•o officers ha\·e been trained in Se• Zealand but only one 
officer is •orking in the secretariat ~ilo is also responsible for the 
calibration and metrology sen·ices of the laboratory. Staffing 
expected to be completed by 12/91. 

b. (i) I11pro\·ed SLSI laboraton· facilities in temperature. pressure. 
hardness and mass aeasurements capable of co\·ering the needs in 
instrumental analysis •hile establishing a scheme for the accreditation 
of laboratories. 

(ii) Specialized measuring instruments \i'ere obtained for the 
electrical illumination. pressure and mass measurement laboratories. 
Initial \i'Ork has been completed to obtain a Lniversal Testing !-lachine 
in the materials testing laboratory. So mention of temperature. 
hardness and surface dimensions. 

c. (i) A Qualified and trained core national staff of six engineers/ 
researchers within the I..aboratorv Services Division. of \i'hom three •ill 
be from the technical secretariat capable of assessing laboratories 
according to nationally accepted schemes: three ...-ill ~ from food. 
electrical and chemical testing laboratories. educated in the above 
disciplines. to be responsible for and able to supervise the activities 
of testing officers to be employed by SL~I in mid 1988. This staff 
includes two technical officers (no completion date given). 

(ii) The target. certification of at least five laboratories by the 
end of 1990. has been missed due to lack of marpo•er. :So hard data on 
•hether and when additional staff •ill be supplied. 

Accomplishments 

The ~ational Laboratory Accreditation Committee (~L\C) and technical 
Advisory Comaittee (TAC) were formed and produced the follotoing 
products/documents. 

General requirements for accreditation 
Technical criteria on mechanical. chemical and biological testing 
Publicitv brochure 
Application form 
Questionnaire for applicants 
Questionnaire for assessors 

A logo has been approved and a pool of laboratory assessors was formed 
and a training program was conducted for them. A newspaper advertisement has 
been prepared for early release in conjunction with the arrival of a USIDO 
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expert due to arrive in Januarv. ~ith the addition of a minimum of t•o more 
officers. accreditation •ork is expected to begin in the first quarter of 
1991. 

(i) Ptl:\SE I on·. DIRECTOR ~* E\"ALL"A'TIO:'\ IEA."I 

quality 4 0 0 
quantity 2 0 0 
timeliness 2 0 0 
sen·ices 0 0 0 
end-use 0 0 0 

O\·erall 3 0 0 

(ii) Ptl~SE II 

~ualit:y 4 0 3 
quant:it:y 3 0 2 
timeliness 3 0 2 
services 3 0 0 
end-use 3 0 0 

Overall 
assessment: 3 3 2 

• As included in ia:est ??E:il. 

Output No. 2. lnfoDIBtion and Education 

Status 

A functionin& unit consisting of five officers attached to the 
consultancy and Training Division capable of providing t:ra1n1ng for 
specialists from industry and the general public on standardization and 
quality control benefits as well as promoting links between industry and 
consumer organizations. Completion date-end of 1989. 

Three graduate officers have been assigned. leaving vacancies in 
consumer education and publicity and making it impossible to provide 
infol"Jllation on quality of manufactured products or issue a consumer bulletin. 
The purcha~e of a mobile unit has not yet been effected due to unexpected 
increase in cost and work on methodologies and procedures has been postponed 
due Lo dt:lay iu thie: iappoint!M:nt of foreign consultants. Consumer 
associations are not organized. Tht:re is also some doubt as to whether the 
Laboratory Division has sufficient capacity and manpower to carry out 
comparative Ii.sting on manufactur2d products. 

Accomplishments 

Quality control and consumer production has been introduced into Junior 
Secondary School Curriculums. Consumer Education Circles (clubs) were 
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established among Commerce studer.i:s throughout the countn: and a "·ariet:v of 
other publicit~· acti,·ities •ere conducted. 

Assessments 

Ptl.\SE I I Dl\.DIRECTOR DOC E\"ALt:ATl 0:\ TEA'.-1 

quality 2 0 3 
quantit~· 2 0 2 
timeliness 2 2 2 
serYices 3 0 l 
end-use 4 0 0 

0Yerall ) l 2 

OUtput No. 3. Engineering Industry Standardization 

a. ( i) A stren&thened engineerirg industrv standardization department 
consisting of 10 engineers capable of organ1zi.n~. developing and 
administering the preparation of standards in electrical mechanical and 
electronic industries at national le\·el - mid 1990. 

(ii) Only seven Engineers (or the equivalent) are currenth· in place 
producing about 20-30 national standards per vear. This gap is 
"partially" reduced by the use of technical committees. Planned 
training of the Division Director has not taken place. 

b.(i) A set of operating procedures for developing standards in the 
engineering industry (and a methodology for selection of priorities) -
mid 1990. 

(ii) Two consultants provided by L~IDO at the request by name of prior SLSI 
management proved "unacceptable" to the Engineering Standards 
Department who requested that the second portion of their split tours 
be canceled and the funds used to recruit local consultants. 

The current s""stem in relation to whot: is described in the project 
document under output (3) is obviously inadequate but further action 
is dependent upon the appointment of a ne• DG. 

c.(i) A five year plan for developing standardization activities in the 
engineering industry according to identified priorities. ~o date 
provided. 

(ii) Except for a projection of staff and supporting requirements. there is 
no strategy or progress plan vet in existence. 

d.(i) A computerized data bank for standardization activities end 1Q89. 

(ii) Computer hardware was provided in Phase I. Plan is needed for on-line 
access to a central data bank and a comprehensive system design for 
SLSI as a whole. This will be provided under an on-going IDA loan. 
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Accoeplislments 

There appear to ha\·e been only marginal project eftects in strengthening 
engineering industr~· standardization to date. The further use of project 
resources for this is dependent upon subsequent actions. e.g. the tripartite 
revie• decisions and installation of a ne• Director General . 

.:\-:.sessments 

PHASE I DI\". D !RECTOR DDG E\".-\LL.\T Im TEA.'.-1 

quality 4 0 3 
quantity 3 0 3 
timeliness 3 0 3 
services 4 0 0 
end-use 4 0 0 

Overall 
assessment 4 0 3 

PHASE II DI\ .. DIRECTOR DDG E\"AU:ATIOX TE:\..'i 

quality 4 2 2 
quantity 3 2 1 
timeliness 3 2 1 
services 4 2 2 
end-use 4 0 0 

Overall 4 2 2 

Output No. 4. Company Standar~ization 

Status 

a.(i) A functionin& company standardization unit attached to the Consultancy 
and Training Division consisting of t,.-o full-time specialists capable 
of organ1z1ng. developing and administering the preparation of 
standards in the food and mechanical industries at company level - end 
of 1989. 

(ii) Full time staff is apparently not yet available. Then. are also some 
problems regarding the responsibility for the company standards 
function. currently shared by the Standards. Implernentat ion and the 
Consultancv and Training Divisions. 

b. ( i) A Qualified and trained core staff of ·wo people capable of carryini; 
out company standardization activities · mld 1989. 

(ii) Redundant •ith above. 

c.(i) A manual for development of company standards - end of 1989. 
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(ii) The manual •as completed . 

.:\ccompl ishments 

In addition to preparation ot 
reaching 558 people •ere conducted 
performed. 

th·~ manual. 
in 1990 and 

.:\ssessments 

29 training programmes 
10 consultancies -ere 

~o self-assessment sheets or results ~ere submitted to the team. perhaps 
a reflection of the confused responsibility for this sen·icto function. Only 
an m;erall assessment can be gi'\·en as follo~s: 

Di'\·ision Director - none 
DOG - unsatisfactorv (2) 
E'\·aluation Team - less than planned ( 2) 

Output No. 5. Inspection Procedures 

Status 

a.(i) A functionin& inspection unit attached to the Implementation Division 
consisting of 10 specialists capable of organizing and executing. in 
cooper~tion with testing laboratories. inspection schemes for exported 
goods - end of 1990. 

(ii) Eigh:. graduate staff officers have been made available and four more 
have been taught to train the rest of the unit staff on all aspects of 
inspection procedure and monitoring system. 

b.(i) A qualified and trained staff of four people capable of carrying out 
and administering inspection activities. 

(ii) Completed - see above. 

c.(i) Two Agreements on inspection procedures for export trade. 

(ii) Food and electrical items were identified as priority areas for 
bilateral agreements on inspection procedures. Two memor:mda of 
understanding have been negotiated; one "'"ith respect to electrical 
items inspection and testing with the Japanese Machinery Association; 
and the other for canned fish inspection and testing with Japan Canned 
Food Testing Agency. Another memorandum of the same type is being 
prepared with the Center for Studies Management and Quality 
Certification. 

Accomplishments 

Except for the two unfilled positions. the specifications of the output 
have been met but there is no data available. except inference from the 
services provided. to assess capabilities to perform. 
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.. .\ssessments 

PIHSE I DI\". DI RECTOR DDG E\ .. .\LL.\T 10.\ n: .. -\.:·l 

quality 3 0 0 
quantity 3 0 0 
timeliness J 0 0 
sen-ices 3 0 0 
end-use J 0 0 

o"·erall 
assessment 3 0 0 

Pll.\SE II D l\ .. u I RECTOR DDG E\.ALL.\TIO~ TE.-\.:1 

quality 2 0 3 
quantity 2 3 2 
timeliness 3 j 3 
ser"·ices 2. j 3 
end-use 1. 3 4 

Overall 
assessment 2. 3 3 

3. Overall assessment of outputs 

Concentrating on Phase 11 as being more rcle·:ant to the issues included 
in the TOR. a summarv of the above assessments is: 

DI\-_ DIRECTOR DDG E\" • .\LCATIO.\ TE.-\:·! 

Output 1-Lab Accreditation 3 3 2 
Output 2-lnf. & Education 3 2 2 
Output 3-Engineering 4 2 2 
Output 4-Company Standards 0 2 2 
Output j-lnspection 2 2 2 

Composite assessment 2.4 2.4 2 

;./hile the above ratings ha·;.: been systematically ..irri\·ed at. the~· are 
not scientifically correct in that. as explained under methodology. complete 
objective data is not available or must h, created after the fact. 
!-ievertheless. it seems very clear that ovpr·.d project rccomplishments are 
less than planned and are unlikely to achieve the magnitude set out original!~· 
by project completion due. in large part. to constraints on Government inputs. 
There is also evidence that the components being si:rengthened through the 
project may encounter serious difficulties in carrying out their mission and 
effectively reaching the targeted end-users without significant changes in the 
internal ( SLS I) and extcrna 1 (Government and industry sec tor) pr.o JE:C t 
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priority policies and SLR.I's overall mission. no•· and in the immediate future. 
need to be reexamined. 

B. Achievement of project purpose and function 

The purpose of the project (immediate objective) t."as stated in the 
project document for Phase I as the upgrading of SLSI 's capabilities to 
undertake standardization and quality control in general and the improvement 
of technical skills in selected areas. e.g. import/export inspections. 
consultancy se~-ices. consumer education and the institution of a laboratory 
accreditation programme. Comments on this rart of the project's design were 
made in chapter II. In particular. it •as noted that end-of-project-status 
indicators (EOPSs) were not established. It is difficult. therefore. to 
determine if the change intended by the project has taken place. The final 
tripartite review of that phase declared that 90% of the project's objectives 
had been met. The evaluation team could only make a subjective assessment of 
the achievement of the project's purpose based on interviews with the staff 
of the SLSI. intenrie•s with end-users and observation of the laboratories. 
There is no doubt that the SLSI's capabilities in the areas mentioned above 
were upgraded (although it is impossible to determine by hol' much) through the 
production of the project's outputs. The only area where there was a 
noticeable shortfall refers to the institution of a laboratory accreditation 
programme in which planning was only started during this phase but not 
concluded. 

The purpose of Phase II can be interpreted as the upgrading of the 
SLSl's capabilities in the areas of laboratory accreditation. public 
information and education, formulation of new standards in engineering 
industries and Qf company standards and import/export inspection. 

Al though almost the same comments can be made in respect of the 
achievement of the project objectives in Phase II, the statement of project's 
objectives in this phase refers essentially to outputs. It can be interpreted 
as the SLSI's capabilities in the areas of laboratory accreditation, public 
information and education. formulation of new standards in the engineering 
industri~s. preparati~n of quality control manuals to companies and import/ 
export inspection. At this stage the achievement of objectives. even on a 
subjective basis, is perceived as behind schedule in all areas although there 
are positive indications that they should be met by the project's end. with 
the exception ~f the engineering department since the related department did 
not participate in the projP.ct. 

On a more detailed basis. the following comments can be offered in 
respect of achievement of each objective of Phase II. recognizing that they 
are largely a repetition of the output assessments. 

1. To establish a National Scheme of Laboratory Accreditation in Sri 
Lanka. 

The two main National Committees for the operation of the Scheme namely 
the National Laboratory Accreditation Committee (NLAC) and the 
Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) have been established. A logo for 
the scheme has been selected. General criteria and technical criteria 
for accreditation have been finalized. Two assessor training 
programmes have been conducted. Applications were called from 
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potential laboratories for assessment in the first quart_·r of 1991 and 
first accreditation is expected ~efore tht end of this quarter. 

2. To earn.· out Public Information &nd Education acth·ities creating 
Consumer demands for Quality Products. etc. 

Some of the recommendations of the ~ational Consultant on Publicitv 
Acti\·i. ies ha,·e been alreadv implemented. The Schools Education 
Program is progressing well. The All Island Schools Radio Quiz 
Programs on acth-i ties of SLSI is in progress. Consumer production 
alrOareness is expected to be stepped up with the utilization of the 
vehicle for promotion and audio/visual equipment. 

3. To carry out standardization activities in the engineering fields at 
the national level. 

The recommendations of the two foreign consultants from the Bureau of 
Indian Standards are being studied but chances are that they •ill not 
be utilized. Present restrictions on recruitment of staff and the 
staff turnover in the Engineering Division have affected the 
development of Engineering Standardization activities. This objective 
of the project will not be achieved. 

4. To carry out Company Standardization activities. 

A survev has been undertaken at National level to assess the needs of 
the industries in the area of Company Standardization and other quality 
related activities. The survey was completed in the 4th quarter of 
1990. Advisory services in the form of preparation of Company Standards 
(Company Quality Control Manual) are expected to be undertaken until 
the project's end. Guidelines for this purpose were prepared. 

5. Import-Export Inspection 

Three quality control institutions in countries exporting industrial 
products to Sri Lanka have been certified to inspect such products. 
The SLSI undertakes tests for products imported and exported . 

The project's function in both phases was clearly institution-building 
and the evaluation is satisfied that SLSI 's capabilities in its field were 
upgraded (but we don't know how much) by project's end. A comparison of this 
Section B with Section A above illustrates the redundancies which can result 
when the project purpose is not clearly defined in terms different from 
outputs/results. 

C. Assessment of impact in development objective 

The development objective stated in the project document of Phase I is 
essentially background information and cannot be used as an impact target. The 
mission cannot, therefore. make any assessment of impact for this phase. For 
Phase II, the development objective is better stated but not sufficiently to 
constitute a realistic development target for evaluation and appraisal 
purposes. In fact, it is too broad and macro-level. i.e .. "stimulate 
industrial growth". "facilitate internadonal trade". "improve industrial 
competitivt:r1ess" and "increase consumer protection". Certain marginal inroads 
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co11petiti\·eness" and "increase consumer protection". Certain marginal inroads 

in these areas can be claimed by the project but signiticant de\·elopment 
changes caused by the project cannot be ascertained. 

D. Lnforeseen effects 

•hile there ha\·e been unforeseen e'\·ents and delays caused b~- factors 
external to the project itself. it is difficult to ascertain ,..hether the 
project had any significant unforeseen effects either internally. i.e .. .-ithin 
the SLS I. ">r externally. i.e. . •i th Go\·ernment policy-makers and public and 
private end-users. Given the immediate objectives (a) of Phase I. viz: 

"Implement standardization. quality control and product 
quality certification of local goods •ith special emphasis 
on products manufactured by state-owned organizations". 

it. is evident that. SLSI statt did not. anticipate or fully appreciate the 
changes already made in Government policy concerning industrialization and an 
open market economy and its impact on SLSl's mission. approach. and tasks. 
Even in the Phase II document these changes were treated in a ve!"y limited 
manner. i.e .. that " ... further external assistance is needed to consolidate 
the effect of the project under completion (Phase I) and to broaden SLSl's 
scope of acti'\·ities ... " '11."it.hout adequate consideration of 'lr.'hether a 
continuation and expansion of the traditional approach was sufficient to meet 
the challenges ahead for the Government. manufacturers. exporters and 
importers and the public in general. As of this date. insofar as the team can 
determine. th~ project had no positive effect on this critical question for 
SLSI management. 

Also unforseen. 'lr.'as the understandable but regrettable drive by some 
senior staff members to use project resources provided by VNDP as a de\·ice to 
get around Government. hiring and funding restrictions through the use of 
"local experts" and consultants rather than the international experts agreed 
upon in the Project Document. This caused internal frictions bet.ween SLSI 
management officials and serious concern bv UNDP and UNIDO officials. 
certainly •ith an unforseen and negative effect •hich still exists. although 
it mav soon become moot. 

As to project effects on end-users. except for the less than planned 
institutional capacities achieved due to staff turnover. hirJ.ng restrictions. 
unsettling conditions etc. there do not appear to have been any significant 
unforeseen effects - negative or positive. One exception might be the 
expectation that project act1v1ty. particularly concerning training. 
consultancy services and promotion of quality control. would have included 
coordination with other public organizations essentially in the same business. 
e.g. the Textile Centre which is also receiving UNDP/UNIDO assistance on 
outreach services. This has not been the case. Another unforseen negative 
effect might be the continuing lack of organization and sustained consumer 
pressure against unfair trade and industrial practices and for increased 
consumer protection. 

The team 'lr.'ishes to note that there is a connection between critical 
assumptions and unforeseen effects at the project purpose and output levels. 
If explicitly stated at the beginning. they could be monitored during the life 
of the project. While they can of ten not be prevented. changes in the 
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opportunities (posith·e). The developers of l:"'SDP and L"'SIDO project design 
guidelines may •ish to take note. 

E. Assessment of sustainabiljtv 

The glc~sary of evaluation terms included in the Briefing Kit provided 
the Team Leader by UNDP defines •sustainabilitv• as 

The continuation of the positive results or application 
of project learning in the last (sic) count~· once 
international assistance is terminated. 

it can be inferred from this rather ambiguous definition that 
sustainabilit~· relates to the continuing achievement of the project purpose 
(and function). In the case of instit.ution-building projects. it refers to 
institutional maturity and viability. i.e .. ability to exist in a changing 
external environment. 

The team used the foilowing criteria. based upon the experiences of its 
members and the checklist provided by UNDP/CEO. to assess the actual and on
going sustainability of SLSI itself. as presently consti~uted. 

1. Are adequate resources provided by the Government and/or 
end-users of SLSI services to secure. retain and expand required 
skill composition. facilities and laboratory equipment? 

The answer is yes with some qualifications. The budget for SLSI is 
adequate and over 20 per cent of it i~ supplied from fees earned for services 
rendered, mostly from testing and training. This is a good percentage 
vis-a-vis Government budget support and can be expected to increase. The 
problem is with the current Government-wide "freeze" on recruitment and new 
expenditures. Th~re are factors outside the control of current SLSI 
management but p~esumably short-range in nature and could be overcome bv a 
strong DG. 

2. Does a national strategic plan for standards. quality assurance 
and metrology exist tied into short and long-range Government 
policy for industrial development. research and technology and an 
open-market economy? 

The answer is no. In 1980, the Standards Counci) and SLSI prepared a 
"corporate plan" with an outline or beginning of strategic planning but it 
devolved into a five-year projection of current tasks and costs. The first 
revision in the mid-80s continued this pattern. The exercise is currently 
considered as a formal bureaucr~tic obligation. aggravated by the turnover at 
the DG level. national security problems and turnover of division directors. 

3. Does the SLSI have a rolling. multi-year institutional growth 
plan covering at least five years in the future and directly 
related to Government policies and Ministry directions and 
priorities? 

Again. the answer is largely no. The Council is pre-occupied with 
operational 11".anagement questions, e.g. budget approvals. staff recruitment and 
promotions. and the Ministry of Industries. Science & Technology is not yet 
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c_ble to provide needed guidance and inputs. Contacts "'ith end-users is of an 
ad-hoc nature and industry represen~ation on the Council in the planning 
process. revie,.ing needs. etc. is largely ineffective. unorgani.zed and in the 
ainorit~· (i.e .. \·is-a-,-is Go\·ernaent representath-es). It is also difficult 
to locate qualified representatives fro• the private sector "'illing and/or 
able to serve. 

4. Ha\-e SLSI standards. certifications. accreditations. and quality 
of sen.-ices received recognition by national and international 
organizations. peers etc ? 

The application of this criteria "'as aore difficult for the ream given 
its time li~itations. The national standards programme is g~nerally 

recognized as technically sound and participative but there is some concern 
that. "'here international standards exist. the acth·it~· undertaken is onerous. 
time-consuming and perhaps even unnecessary. The certification programme is 
"'orking internally and import/export agreements have only recently been 
negotiated. Testing and Training is generally viewed as adequate although 
consultancy services are not vet accepted universally as adequate or 
appropriate. 

5. Has SLSI reached an adequate level of aaturitv and is it viable. 
i.e .. able to cope with changes. identifv changing needs and 
respond to them? 

Established in 196S. the institution is mature by definition. Its 
viability and ability to recognize change and develop appropriate responses 
to meet them is severely constrained by: ( i) an inflexible corporate 
structure more appropriate to a centrally planned econo~· rather than the 
pro,rision of demand-related sen.·ices to increase competitiveness; (ii) high 
turno\•er of senior management staff and internal conflict among mid-management 
staff; and (iii) domestic strife. In its present shape. management cannot be 
expected to do more than hold t~1e ship together. The project has undoubtedly 
helped to strengthen and expand institutional capabilities but whether this 
level is adequate antJ whether it can respond to the drastically changed 
conditions remains to be seen. 

Using the favor-to-disfavor scale explained in the •introduction• and 
applying the criteria to the current scene. the following assessments a~e 
made: 

Criterion ,, 1 Resources Satisfactory (3) 
Criterion f' 2 Strategic Planning Poor (1) 
Criterion ,, 3 Growth Plan Poor (1) 

Criterion ~' 4 Recognition :;atisfactory (3) 
Criterion fF s Maturity & Viability Fair (2) 

If specific end-of-project indicators had been specified at the 
purpose (immediate objective) level. expressed in terms of institutional 
viability and use of SLSI services by targeted end-users for the intended 
purpose (e.g. increase the quality of its product level). it would be possible 
to be more objective in judging or predicting sustainability; however. 
particularly regarding non-standards activities and the propensity of current 
Division Directors to expand the scope and magnitude of their services in the 
face of curtailed resources, the team assesses the oyerall present and fyture 
sustaioability of SLSI. yithout some of the cban&es recomgenc'ed herein.~ 
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doubt. particularly concerning its out.reach sen-ices. The team not.es that 
certain steps are in process. e.g._ (l) as outlined in the :-tinistry of 
Industries• recently released report entitled •A Strategy for 
Industrialization in Sri Lanka.• dated December 15. 1989_ and (l) creation of 
an Industry Comnission to re,·ie"- all technological ins ti tut.ions to make them 
more •demand-related• anJ coordinated. •hich could offer the opportunity for 
the ne"· Direct_,r feneral and Chairman of the Council to sol ,-e some of these 
probleas and increase the effecth-eness. rele,-ancie and sustainabil it"· of SLSI 
and its program11es. 

f_ Folloa-up required 

During team inten·ie•s i.:i th SLSI staff. sn·eral requests i.ere made for 
additional assistance in a Phase III including (a) increasing measurement 
capabilities for temperature. force and surface di11ensions: (b) in the 
Engineering Di,·ision. the need for international experts to design testing 
equipment for industry and national consultants for producing a five-year 
progra11ae: and (c) a nea project request involving a l"".\DP input of 
tS$ 850.000 for the •Development of Standards. Quality Control and ~etrology 
at Pro,·incial Council Le"·el • •as surfaced. 

As discussed under •sustainability• just above. the SLSl's ability to 
absorb a ne• expansion cf activities at the provincial level. as •ell as the 
need for such expansion. is highly suspect in the Team•s opinion. At this 
point it al~o seems premature and perhaps unnecessary to recommend a 
continuation of institution-building technical assistance along current lines. 
i.e. a Phase Ill of the current project or recomaend the detailed parameters 
of a ne• approach. Rather. the team believes the resources freed up in 
SRL/86/007 by the cancell.ition of the second portion of the originally planned 
split tours for international experts for civil and electrical engineering 
standardization. rather than being reprogra ... ed for the hiring of national 
consultants and graduate courses. as suggested by SLSI. might better be used 
for assisting the ne• Director General in positioning the SLSI to respond more 
effectively and speedily to Government policies and client needs. In the 
process. it is probable that a more r~alistic and significant identification 
of the needs for future external assistance. if any. can be identified •ith 
the assistance of L"".\DP. L"".\IDO and/or other providers of technical assistance 
and support. e.g. the ;;orld Bank or bi-lateral de-..·elopment agencies. 

As soon as possible. therefore. after the appointment of the ne• DG. 
ex~ected in three to four months. a team of consultants should be assembled 
in Colombo as follo•s: 

(1) Strate,ic Plannin' Ad"·isor 

This international expert. ideally. should be a senior management. 
official from a national standards and quality control organization •hich has 
had experience with planning the role of a public or quasi-public institution 
concerned with industrial de,·elopment in a competitive. open-market economy. 
He would act as team leader workin' to,etber •ith the DG and his senior staff 
in at least outlining the parameters of a five-year plan for standardization. 
quality control and metrological activi.ties responding to Government policies 
and priorities under changing conditions. It would also be extremely helpful 
if this expert could be an important or recently retired official of an 
inttitution which is interested in a "Twinning" relationship with SLSI (See 
chapter \-. section 0, on "further needs of SLSI. for a brief discussion on 
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t:"'inning a.rrangeaent:s). This might require as a 1nn1111U11o t"'o split "·isits of 
t"'o •eeks each. The first tour ,...ould also be used t.o get. the foilo•ing 
experts started in a coordinated effort. and. after the completion of their 
"'ork. he •ould return to pro'\-ide additional ad'\·ise and •rap-up the preliminary 
framework of a strategic standards. quality assurance and metrolog~- plan. The 
purpose of the strategic plan "'ould be to look out"'ard and fo~ard to 
determine those projected e'\·cnts and conditions (critical assumptions) •hich 
•ill affect the mission and priorities of SLSI and consequent institutional 
growth and development needs. It should bE presented to both the Government 
2ns! industry for comment and approval. 

(2) Oualitv :\ssurance Standards :\d,·isor 

The International Standard Organization (ISO) has recentlv developed 
and published a series of five int:ernational standards of extreme value for 
all sectors of a national economy (ISO 9000) to help nations and organizations 
in solving quality problems by bringing them into e> conceptual order and 
pro,-ide a means for international communication on the subject. :\s an 
about-to-be- published l"XDP-financed report on metrology •ill point out. these 
standards •ill have profound implications for developing countries on quality 
c.ont:rol procedures and aetrolog~- development_ These standards have been 
adopted by the EC. and it is expected that the~- •ill be adopted by ot:her 
regional economic and trade groupings. placing those countries ~"hich cannot 
aeet these standards for quality assurance at a se'\-ere disad'\-ant:age. The 
Government has already adopted ISO 9000 as a Sri Lankan Standard. 
Accordingly. an adviser on the steps required for implementation of the ISO 
9000 series should be provided for at least four weeks. the first two "eeks 
as a team member. 

(3) Metrolo&v A<ivisor 

As part of the suggested team. a metrology expert familiar aith the 
problems of developing countries ..ihould also be provided for a minimum of four 
"eeks. As mentioned above. the report of an evaluation of C~DP/l~IDO projects 
of technical assistance in metrology will soon be issued. The Chairman of 
this evaluation is also a participant in the metrology thematic evaluation. 
A principal output of this exercise •ill be a set of guidelines for planning 
an adequate national metrology system according to the development level and 
industrial objectives of a particular country. It may bE possible to secure 
the services of the 11etrolog:·: expert involved in the preparation of these 
guidelines in testing their first field application. which would be a verv 
fortunate opportunity for SLSI. 

(4) Hana&ement and financin& A<ivisor 

Also as part of the suggested team. but also available to the ~inistry 
of Industries and its Industrial Commissi~n. a specialist in the management 
and financing of IRSis in an opening or open-market economy should be provided 
for four weeks. He/she would be expected to give particular attention t" the 
flexibilities. authorities and other changes necessary to transform SLSI (and 
similar organizations) into more self-reliant. demand or client-responsive 
outreach institutions. 

To the extent this exercise can be a team effort of the international 
experts will the DG. his senior staff and the Ministry. the likelihood of 
success will be greatly enhanced. It is also suggested that the ~CD and L~IDO 
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backstopping officer be invoh·ed. especially at the beginning and coapletion 
of the exercise. The t--=a• belie\·es that this approach is so vital to SLSI's 
future that. if necessary. additional funds should be pro\·ided or r< progr.J.!llllEd 
frOll other budget items of the project. 
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V_ FINDINGS ON THE PROJECT 

.:\. Efficienc,· 

The tea• efficiency is defined in the l~OP 8riefiP.g Kit as follo,.-s: 

•Efficiency is the productivity of the activity i•pleaentation 
process of an activity - ho,.- well inputs are converted into 
outputs. An efficiency analysis usually compares a variety of 
liays of conducting an acth·ity to find the one ,.-hich requires 
•inimJll inputs to achieve soae fixed goal or produces aaxiiaua 
outputs from a fixed quantity of inputs.• 

In chapter III. the e"-aluation team has aade assessments regarding 
inputs and acth-ities to the extent feasible. The cost of l~DP inputs. ,.-hich 
were consistently underestimated. was extended by the delay caused t._ external 
factors. All things considered. the use of l"NDP inputs lias reasonabl ,
efficient anc:I satisfactot)-. Due to delays and omissions. the efficie1. ~ 
of Gyverxwent inputs was less tban planned or fair. 

B. Effectiveness 

1. Explanation 

The glossary of terms included in the l"NDP Briefing Kit states that 

•Effectiveness is a measure of the extent to which an activitv 
achieves its objectives• 

which is consistent with the confusion in UNDP/UNIDO guidelines as to the 
principal elements of the logical framework concept for project design. 

Efficiency. as assessed above. concerns the econoaic (in resources and 
time) use or transformation of inputs into work prograames or activities. 
Effectiveness. on the other hand. deals with the production of the outputs 
(planned project results) and an assessment of their contribution to achieving 
the project purpose as measured by end-of-project-status indicators. In 
brief. it is a means-end chain of input£ to activities to outputs to p~rpose 
(currently mislabelled as i .. ediate objectives) to higher level (development) 
objective or goal . The teaa asses.-:;ment is aadP. on this basis. even though the 
purpose of this project has to be inferred since the statements of immediate 
objectives and outputs are identical. Project purpose is or should be defined 
as the change which the project is intended to cause or facilitate. e.g .. to 
provide services to a selected industry which will im~rove factory quality 
control throughout the total production process. The end-of-project-status 
indicators of success. in this example. would be that targeted end-users have 
used these services to actually improve the quality of their product line. 
As explained below. the extent to which improved qucality assurance increases 
competitjon, expc.rts aPd consumer p1otection is the ~easure of the project's 
impact. 

2. Assessment 

The individual assessments by outpyts are given in Section A of chapter 
IV. just above. The team came up with dn overall rating of 2.1. i.e .. ~ 
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than planned. This •as principally caused b1.· the dela,· and/or reduction in 
Go,·ernment inputs and includes a projection of the status of each output at 
project coapletion in December 1991. Gh·en the external constraints imposed 
Uf')n the project. accomplishments achie,·ed. i.e .. increased capabilities. an~ 
,-ie•ed as s&tisfactorY. 

tsing a purpose stateitent along the lines suggested in the example gh-en 
just abo,·e. hoae\·er. there is ample e,·idence to conclude that by project 
completion. the purpose of increased and demand-related sen·ices •ill not be 
achieved. nor is it likel\ that theY •ill be achieved in the reasonable future . . 
1.-ithout so11e major infrastructural. pol icy and management changes. as 
suggested else•here in this report. There is a clear o\·erlap betaeen the 
criteric used for judging sustainatilitY and end-of-project-status indicators 
although. of course. the project affects only a portion of the total SLSI 
mission. In chapter IL E.. a detailed assessment is given resulting in a 
judgment that SLSI 's sustainability or ,-iability in the rapidly changing 
political - economic - industrial em·ironment in Sri Lanka is also in doubt. 

This is not the fault of the project per se but is very pertinent to 
assessing the relevance. significance and probable impact of this or anY 
future project assistance by tXDP/LXIDO. 

In brief. therefor.:. the team assesses effectiveness as less than 
satisfactorY. exacerbated by rapidly raising industry demand and need for help 
in a deregulated. open market economy. 

C. Significance and relevance 

Phase I of the project •as not sufficiently tied into current Go\·ernment 
economic policies and objectives. e.g.. it .. as still focused on 
Government-o•-ned industries. This oversight l'lay be pardoned. ho..-ever. because 
t~ie de facto situation had not changed. 

In Phase II. hoi.-ever. and particularly in the past year. Government 
economic policies have been implemented. Privatization of manv 
Government-o•-ned factories is taking place. tariffs are being lo•ered and. in 
general. industry is being deregulated and. in the process. left unprotected. 
The Minister of Industries is very concerned that industry gets the help it 
needs to be co11peti ti ve in this ne.- environment and is current! y studying the 
various Government institutions and corporations. including SLSI. for the 
contributions they might be able to make and changes which may be necessary 
to achieve them. Tb::ough his Secretar)·. t.he Minister requested the e\·aluation 
team to pro,·ide him with some frank thoughts on the subject and its 
recommendations. 

Ir. the normal ac::h·ities carried out b~· a Standards Bureau or similar 
public entity. i.e .. establishing national standards. metrology. inspection. 
certifi.:ation and accreditation. SLSI has been doing a credible job. given the 
ccnstraints imposed upon it. It is in the "outreach" ser,·ices to Government 
and industr~·. such as testing. training. problem idek1tification and analysis 
and consultancy services for quality control that the SLSI can be most helpful 
to the Government in carrying out its industrial strategy. ~nfortunately. it 
is this area. exdusing training. i.-here. currently. the SLSI is 1i0eakest. 
Without a strategic plan approved b~· the Minister. innovative and forceful 
leade1ship by a new DG an~ Council. the provision of more flexibilitv (almost 
to the extent of privatization of the outreach service) and providing staff 
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1110ti\.-ation and in-tacton· experienCl'. SLSI is unlikd,· to meet thte challn1ge. 

It mav be possible to reduce the protession.'.11 statt dH-oted to pnparing 
national standards by adopting international standards in most cases and 
di\-erting them to outreach sen·ices but. in any case. the~- are small in number 
and the qualifications and mental set for regulatorv •ork are not the same as 
that needed for responsi\.·e and effecti\.-e outreach to industry. 

The team has prepared reco .. endations for the remainder of the project 
life ,.hich are designed to help the ~inistry. Council and ne,. SLSI Director 
General sort out the problems and alternati\.·e •ays for SLSI. in concert •ith 
other concerned organizations. to make a maximum contribution to increasinb 
the competiti\.-eness of Sri Lankan industn·. 'Aben the suggested exercist: is 
completed. it is hoped that the Go\.-ernment. particular!~· the :iinistn· of 
Industries. Science and Technology. the SLSI Council and senior management. 
,.ill be in a better position to make dt:cisions on a changt in mission and 
approach. At the same time. the need fo1 outreach technical assistance can 
also be assessed ahich. t:he team suggests. should be more narro•ly focused and 
more of a direct: support: nature. encompassing a t:•inning relationship •ith a 
sympathetic institution that has faced similar problems. 

D. SLSI 

The SLSI •as established in 1964 under a centrally directed economy 
whose industrialization policy •as based on an import substitution model 
spearheaded by large public enterprises. Despite the ch· .. nge in 19 77 to a more 
liberal and private sector-driven economy. local industries continued to be 
heavily protected and pub! ic olo:nership of industrial enterprises i.-as 
untouched. SLSI. therefore. continued t:o operate •it:hin a public-dominated 
protected industrial environment. Only in late 1986. but more noticeabl~· in 
early 1989. did t:he effects of t:he opening up of t:he economy begins to be felt 
and public enterprises start to be sold to the private sector. At present. 
t:he industrial sector is becoming essentially private and is increasingly 
exposed to external competition i.-hich demands higher levels of quality. The 
present situation and future of t:he SLSI has to be seen in this light. The 
SLSI. a~ it is no,.. seems to be unable to respond adequately to the r1eeds of 
the industry by helping it to reach adequate quality le\.·els. It .is 
overextended. uncoordinated aithin itst:lf and 11:ith other institutions involved 
in science and technology and t:he outreach (to industry) service business. 
Its civil service staff has mixed motivations. These conditions are 
symptomatic of inadequate central management capabilities and a lack of policy 
direction. ~nless the SLSI undertakes some fundamental changes to increase 
the effectiveness of its services. the institution will become severely 
constrained and •ill not be able to adequately respond to industrial needs in 
raising quality levels. The mission feels that the remaining budget of the 
project. supplemented if necessary. should be used to trigger the necessarv 
changes in the institution. 

ISational standards have taken exceedingly long to be developed (cases 
of six to seven years were reported) and final results were not too different 
from international standards. The straightforward adoption of the J at:ter 
would. in some cases. have resulted in substantial savings of scarce personnel 
and financial resources of the institution. not to speak of time savings for 
both SLSI staff and its technical committees. 
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",;hile the SLSI has been reportedly capable of determining quality 
shortcomings in the production process of its clients. it has been less 
effective in triggering. on its oll:n or in cooperath·e arrangements 1o.·ith other 
outreach sen·ice institutions. the necessan· correcth·e actions. There seems 
to be no consensus ...-ithin SLSI on its role in the latter act:i\·ities . ...-hich are 
definitely in demand. a demand that can be expected to increase dramatically 
in the near future. 

The Institution itself recognizes the need for change but it is unable 
to react by planning and implementing the necessary changes in the current 
managerial \·acuum. [nder the present circumstances and after the appointment 
of a qualified Director General. a project-financed t...-inning arrangement ...-it:h 
a similar institution in a more de'l.·eloped country ...-ith an open economv is a 
good idea. since experiences in such institutional changes could be useful to 
SLSI. 

The financing of the SLSI merits some attention. particularly its 
outreach services. While a public corporation which carries out essentially 
,-oluntary sen·ices. the SLSI has been able to generate income from such 
services ...-hich amounted to approximately 20 per cent of its budget. In lin~ 
...-it1' public dh·estiture in industry. the Go,-ernment ...-ishes public institutions 
of a sen•ice nature to become increasingly self-financing. The above 
percentage of earnings. therefore. has to be increased and this can only be 
achieved by being more demand-oriented and cost-effective. The cost of 
services must also be increased to cover all costs. including motivational 
stipends for staff. and provide a "profit:" for re-investments in SLSI of both 
a capital and development nature. 

The need for a clearer policy and general direction for SLSI operational 
management has been repeatedly expressed in this report. The same need is 
expressed regarding the composition and functions of the Council of the ~LSI. 
Its members are mostly current or retired Government: officials who tend to 
interfere in the day-to-day operation of the institution. Subsequently. the 
Council essentially plays the role of overseer. useful perhaps when there is 
no DG on board. but ...-hich fai!s to provide direction in line •ith industry 
needs. This is not surprising since out of s eleven members. onlv one 
ostensibly represents industry. 

In analyzing the SLSI's mandate. it is necessary to distinguish its 
regulatory (adoption and issuance of standards) functions from the 
demand-driven outreach acti'l.·i ties needed by industry clients to become more 
competitive. While these two functions in more developed economies reside in 
separate institutions (they correspond to the legislative and judicial powers 
in a Government) they may. given the prevailing conditions in Sri Lanka. 
reside under the same institutional roof: however. under separate departments. 
In any case. the driving force of the Instit:ute's outreach services must be 
assisting the emerging middle and large-scale industries to increase their 
"competitiveness". This means other functions and services. e.g. consumer 
education and protection and assistance to cottage anrl small-scale industry. 
must take a back seat or be provided by other pll1bl ic-supported agencies. 

llhile the mission was unable. due to time limitations. to visit other 
public &nd private institutions in the science and technology and outreach 
service business. it observed little cooperation between such existing 
institutions which, no doubt, causes overlaps and duplications. On the basis 
of factory visits undertaken by the mission. it was found that SLSI has been 
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instrumental in spreading thE concepts of standardiz<>tion and qu<>lin· control 
through its clients. As mentioned dse,.:here in the report. industry is 
-..·illing to pay for such sen·ices. Pressures for industn· to become more 
competiti\·e i.:ill re~ult in more focused. sophisticated and speedier sen·ices 
on demand. At the other end. a stronger so~· of the pri,.·<>te sector in the 
conduct of SLSI's affairs is clearl~ needed. 

Finalh·. the present spread of the SLSI through se\·en different 
buildings is not condusi,·e to in-house co-operation and integration of 
sen·ices. The completion of the permanent headquarters i.:hose construction 
commenced in :-larch 1984 is long o\·erdue. 
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. Recommendation related to current project 

1. Through the programming of existing project: resources and/or the 
prm.-ision of additional resources (estimated to total L'S$ S0.000). the 
focus of the remainder of the Phase II project ;hould be on positioning 
SLSI senior management to respond effecti,-ely to the Industrial 
Strategy recently promulgaf"ed by the Government. Specifically (see 
chapter J\. f. for details). a team consisting of Strategic Planning. 
Quality Assurance and Metrology Advisors should be assembled for four 
•eeks (conditional on appointment of a full-time. permanent ~G). each 
using split tours if necessary. to •o=k •ith the ne• Director General. 
Chairman of the Council and Secretarv of the :linistrv of Industn·. . - . 
Science and Technology in developing the parameters of a fh·e-year 
strategic plan for standards and quality control •hich is responsi'\·e to 
the Government's priorities and industry needs. along with a parallel 
SLSI institutional gio•th plan. In addition. a specialist in the 
management and financing of industrial outreach institutions should be 
made a'\·ailable to the team and the Ministry of Industries as part of 
this exercise. since the problem will be generic to similar 
institutions. 

B. Recommendation related to future assistance 

If the above recommendation is approved and acted upon successfully. one 
expected result would be a more realistic identification of the need. scope 
and type of additional technical assistance. if any. Therefore: 

2. It is recommended that. if requested. L~DP and L~IDO participate in the 
Government review of the proposed Government strategic plan for 
standards and quality control and a parallel institutional developIDent 
plan for the specific purpose. in~er alia. of determining how and if a 
new type of UNDP/t"XIDO project assistance would be most useful. 

C. Recommendation related to SLSI institutional fnrm and structure 

The present SLSI institutional form. as a corporate body. has to be 
drastically changed to make it more responsive to industry neetl and demand. 
Given SLSI 's scope of work. which comprises both regulatory and outreach 
activities and the political and economic conditions prevailing in the 
country. the most adequate or feasible form for Sri Lanka seems to be the one 
of a quasi-public nature with a high degreP of flexibility. while receh·ing 
clear policy and programming directions from both the !1inistry filld industry. 
The flexibility should include the authority to hire short and long-term staff 
on a contractual basis financed by earned fees. At the same time. the grant 
position of its budget should be gradually reduced to reach a mutually agreed 
upon target of sav 50 pc.r cent. the remaining being obtained b~· sales of 
sen·ices. 

SLSI should be composed of two main departments: 

One which will comprise the statutorv functions such a!'. the 
development and issue of standards, metrology measurement 
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standards. consumer protection. inspection and information. 

The second department. aith an outreach and public education 
mission. •ould encompass all demand-driven acth-ities of the 
institution such as accredit.?tion. testing. implementation of 
standards. metrology and instrument calibration sen·ices. quality 
control consultancies. training and initiation and participation 
in multi-institutional outreach services work. Such activities 
should be generating income to cover costs. overhead and 
institutional growth. 

In order to encourage the interest and participation of the industi:
( increasingly private). some kind of industi:·-SLSI association should be 
de\·ised ahereby firms can become fee-paying members of SLSI "-"hich. in addition 
to providing some small but symbolic support. would entitle them to basic 
sen·ices such as data base information services. a periodic magazine or 
newsle~ter and. most important. to provide a forum for their inputs and to 
have a say in the planning and management of the institution. The latter 
could be achieved by having the Chairman of the Council elected from among 
representatives of the associated firms and by having a substantial amount of 
Council members (up to SO per cent) from the same firms. In summary: 

3. The Government should i1iitiate actions to pro\•ide the SLSI with the 
necessary authority. flexibility and staffing to carry out effective 
and demand-driven outreach services related to quality control. This 
includes: 

(a) A reorganization which recognizes the fundamental differences 
between SLSI's regulatory and public functions and its client

relationship to industry: 

(b) A closer participation of industry in the planning and management 
of outreach services: and 

(c) Charging market prices to industrv for such services. 

D. Outreach services 

In its interventions at plant level. the SLSI identifies quality 
shortcomings which will make changes in the production process necP.ssary. 
There is an intention in some departments of the SLSI to Pnter into the area 
of process engineering in order to remedy such shortcomings. The SLSI is 
ill-equipped to do so on its own since it is outside its current mandate and. 
in any case. it would be impossible for the institution to have the necessary 
know-how to intervene in process engineering {.:overing the whole gamut of 
ind·1~trial and agricultural sectors (some of the products tested by SLSI are 
agricultural commodities). in addition to the areas of work already wiLhin its 
province. This is a task better addressed by other outreach organizations. 
either public or pr~vate. It does not mean that SLSI should be alier. to this 
fit!ld. In fact. it can usefully take the ~ in identifying sysc:ematic 
rroduction problems identified through quality control analyses and assemblin' 
appropriate teams from outside sources. recognizing that outreach services in 
process engineering are not adequately covered in Sri Lanka. 

4. SLSI should take the lead, when its quality control activities identify 
production problems of a systematic or process nature. in assembling 
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multi-disciplinary teams (e.g .. industrial engineer. quality control 
specialist and a factory's production engineer) to analyze. diagnose 
and offer solutions. 

E. Co-operation bet....-een institutions 

As indicated under Findings. the different institutions involved in 
R & D. standardization. quality control and outreach services operate very 
11Uch on their own with little coordination and exchange of information on what 
each institution is doing. Certain horizontal mechanisms exist (such as the 
Industry Commission) ....-hich are supposed to ensure coordination: however. their 
high level distances such bodies from the operation~ of the institutions and 
thus are not effective for the purpose indicated above. wbat is needed are 
informal and periodic consul tat ions bet....-een tl1e management and staff of these 
institutions to exchange information on work progra..maes. identify areas of 
cooperation and mutual interest. and drav up joint programmes/services. 
Again, here the new DG of SLSI may have to break ne....- ground in initiating such 
coordination. 

5. The Ministry of Industry. Science and Technology. or other appropriate 
organization. should take steps to ensure that public-supported 
industry-oriented institutions providing outreach services are 
effectively coordinated at the operational level. 

F. Aciditional recommendations 

6. In any future institutional growth and development planning. SLSI 
should use the service module methodology to project. specify and 
~onitor the expansion and strengthening of its capacities. UNIDO's 
Evaluation Staff can provide appropriate guidelines and training in its 
use. 

7. A copy of this request should be transmitted. as soon as possible. to 
the Industry Commission, which is currently conducting an analysis of 
infrastructural changes and requirements for institutions involved in 
science and technology. This report, hopefuJly, •v-ill be a timely input 
when considering the future role of SLSI in the total national picture. 

8. In a similar vein, the UNDPfUNIDO thematic evaluation of Industrial 
Research and Service Ins ti tut ions (IRS Is) contains findings, 
conclusions and guidelines which are extremely relevant to the charge 
given to the Industrial Commission. The UNIDO Evaluation Staff and UCD 
should make a copy of this report 5iwl derivative guidelines available 
to the Commission on an urgent basis. 

~: Recommendations concerning the evaluation process per se and addressed 
primarily to UNDP/BPPE/CEO are included in chapter VII. Lessons Learned. 
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VII_ LESSONS LEARNEJ>1 

After the oral presentation of the highlights ot the major findings. 
conclusions and reco111111endations to senior Government officials. the l~DP and 
the U~IDO Country Director. the same people imaediately recon\"enetl as a 
tripa-:-tite re\-iew committee. This process had the disadvantage of not 
permitting any ~f the parties to consider the reco111111endations beforehand with 
appropriate staff support. This factor. however. was far outweighed by the 
de facto advantage that this event was probably the only occasion where the 
senior officials invoh-ed. including the l-XIDO backstopping officer. would 
consider and make joint decisions regarding the project itself and. equally 
if not mor~ important. the institution it was intended to assist. 

If this inno\·ation is continued as a general practice in Sri Lanka and 
elsewhere. and the team recommends just that. the team shoultl be permitted to 
spend more time on-site. i.e .. beyond two weeks or ten working days. to bring 
their draft report closer to its final version. It is this very process of 
refinement that often results in more meaningful recommendations. including 
factual support of them. 

As illustrated in chapter II on Project Concept and Design. U~DP and 
UNIDO guidelines on project design and the application of the logical 
framework concept need revision to clearly distinguish between the project 
purpose (called immediate objective(s) under PPM guidelines) and outputs and 
provide indicators at each level of ~roject design. i.e .. higher level (than 
the project) goal or objective, the project purpose. and the projF . outputs 
intended to create the change specified at the purpose level. .\t the same 
time. guidelines for the preparation of objectively verifiable end-of-project
status indicators at the purpose level are needed to provide the basis for 
assessing project success within the development context specified during the 
project appraisal and approval process and used to justify the project in the 
first place. They also would be at least partial indicators of 
sustainability. 

Insofar as the evaluation process itself is concerned. the Evaluation 
Briefing Kit supplied by UNDP/CEO will be a great help for those unacquainted 
with the purpose and methodology of in-depth evaluations but the glossary of 
terms. together with the checklist. is not sufficient guidance for preparation 
of the report itself. Rather than supply only a basic format and checklist. 
it is suggested that UNDP provide guidelines for preparation of the final 
report similar to those issued by UNIDO last year (UNIDO/DG/B.106, dated 
18 April 1989). There were also some problems encountered by the Team Leader 
in preparing the Project Evaluation Data Entry Sheet. Obviously. some entries 
in the form must be made by UNDP/CEO; however. even those which could be 
inserted by the Team Leader were sometimes ambiguous in the choices presented 
and/or necessary descriptors were not provided. 

Unfortunately. it was demonstrated again in this exercise that ill\ 
development institutions often have a short memory. The results of the 
Industrial Research and Services Institute (!RSI) evaluations (ID/B/C.3/86 
plus Add. l and 2) and !RSI PAN UNDP/PPM/TL/29 are clearly highly relevant to 
standards, metrology and quality control projects. particularly to SLSI as it 

'Prepared by the UNDP Telllll Leader. 
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goes through the difficult process of "pri'l.·atizing" its 01t.11 outreach sen·ices. 
It is noted 1.-ith regret that the guide! ines in the L-XDP Briefing Kit on 
evaluation of institution-building projects. other1o.·ise very good. omits any 
reference to the sen·ice module concept. 1'hich is requiL·ed by the P.:\...'\ and 
t:SIDO/PC.31/Add. 3 for these types of multi-ser\"ice industrial institutions. 
They could also apply. '11."ith slight modifications. to in~titution-building 
projects in other sectors. e.g .. an agriculture extension service. ~ithout 

the detailed and baseline data required in the preparation of these modules. 
effecti'l;e work planning and an objecti\·e e\-aluation of institution-building 
outputs is not: possible. It is unclear '11."hy L~IDO does not inform its project 
designers of the guide! ines a'\·ailabie for these types of projects and more 
effecti,·elv monitor their use. 

The above statements. prepared by the L-XDP Team Leader. are presented 
for the particular attention of l-XDP/CEO and l"'XIDO/ODG/E\.AL. The\· are 
summarized in the follo'll."ing recommendations: 

(1) The scheduling of tripartite reviews immediatelv after the oral 
briefing of the in-depth evaluation results b,· the Evaluation 
Team should be encouraged. In such instances. addLtional time 
should be pro,-ided beforehand to allo• the Evaluation !.-lission to 
refine its major conclusions and recommendations on-site. 
including any necessary re,-isions ,..hich the tealll mav bel ie,-e 
desirable after these t'll:o meetings. 

(2) The L-XDP /PP:l guidelines should be revised to make a clearer 
distinction between project purpose and outputs. lJse of the term 
"immediate o~jective(s)" should be discouraged. EOPS indicators 
should be provided as part of the design. appraisal and approval 
process. 

(3) L"l'\IDO should increase its efforts to ascertain that existing 
programme guidance distilled from previous thematic evaluations 
is included in project design exercises and in the briefing of 
all backstopping officers. SIDFAs. JPOs. CTAs and experts. 

(4) The L-XDP E\·aluation Briefing Kit: needs augmentation and 
clarification. particularly concerning the content of final 
reports and completion of t:he Project Evaluation Data Entrv 
Sheet. 

(S) The use of the service module concept should be required for all 
institution-building projects. It should be revised to include 
three parts. ~: 

(i) A complete module (output) as expected by project 
completion: 

(ii) The baseline of the module at time of project 
approval: and 

(iii) An annual status update of the module. 

Forms (i) and (ii) should be usbd in preparation of and annexed to the 
project document. Form (iii) should be used in PPER preparation and TPRs. 
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While all forms •ill be used for in-depth e,·c.luation. the forms need to be 
redesigned to pro,-ide adequate space to pro,·ide complete data needed - not the 
often meaningless sunaaries no• prepared. 
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JOINT EVALUATION MISSION OF THE GOVERNMENT OF 
SRI LANKA/UNDP/UNIDO OF DP/SRL/86/007 

STANDARDIZATION AND QUALITY CONTROL, PHASE II 

DRAFT TERMS OF REFERENCE 

I • BACKGROUND 

1. Project 

The Sri Lanka Standards lnsititution (SLSI) was set up in 1964 
with the primary purpose of promoting standardization in industry 
and coaaerce. The SLSI operates under the auspices of the Ministry 
of Trade and Coaaerce. 

The SLSI is headed by a chairaan and the aanageaent is vested 
in a Council. The executive power lies with the director general 
and the deputy director general. The SLSI is organized in six 
technical divisions: scientific standards, engineering standards, 
laboratory services, iapleaentation, consultancy and training, and 
documentation and information. International relations and 
statistical units co-ordinate the activities in their respective 
areas. 

Since 1982 SLSI has received UNDP/UNIDO assistance first 
through the project SRL/86/003 - Developaent of Standards and 
Quality Control - which main objective was to upgrade the SLSI's 
capability to undertake standardization in general and the 
improvement of the level of technical skills of the staff of the 
SLSI in order to meet the new demands of the Govern•ent policies. 
This was also achieved. However, it was felt that further external 
assistance was needed to consolidate the effects of ~he project 
under completion and to broaden the SLSI's scope of activities to 
fit the needs of the country. The second phase of the project -
SRL/86/007 - was approved in February 1988 with a UNDP budget of 
US $ 575 000 and it became operational the following month. The 
project has a duration of three years (1988-1991). 

The development objective of the project - SRL/86/007 - is to 
improve the competitiveness of the Sri Lankan industry, facilitate 
international trade and increase consumer protection. The immediate 
objective is to strengthen the SLSI and improve its capability by 
giving technical assistance in laboratory accreditation, 
information and education, company arad engineering industry 
standardization and inspection procedures. 

The first Tripartite Review Meeting under the second phase was 
held on 14 February 1990. At th~ meeting the objectives werP 
considered viable. The progress in achieving them had been delayed 
due to external reasons. The major problems the project was facing 
were the vacant director general post and the stands~ill in the 
construction of the laboratory building. Fast actions to resolve 
these problems was considered high priority for a successful 
implementation of the project. 



2. Evaluation 

As the total assistance to SLSI in two phases exceeds US$ one 
aillion, an in-depth evaluation was included in the project 
docuaent of Phase II. At the Tripartite Review !'feeling held in 
February 1990, it was agreed by all parties concerned to undertake 
the evaluation in November 1990 as scheduled. 

II. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE EVALUATION 

1. Project-related issues 

a) To assess the progress towards the pro~uction of the outputs 
which aim at developing laboratory accreditation, and 
engineering and company standardization activities as well as 
establishing functioning units for information and education, 
and quality inspection; 

b) To assess the progress towards the achievement of its 
objective of strengthening the SLSI through establishing a 
national scheme of laboratory accreditation and a quality 
inspection system for imports and exports. As also th~ough 
carrying out such activities as public information and 
education, and engineering and company standardization; 

c) ~o re-examine the design of the project; 

e) To identify and assess the factors that have facilitated the 
progress of the project, as well as those factors that have 
affected it adversely; 

f) To examine the extent to which Phase I project as well as the 
results of the current, Phase II project have contributed 
towards improvements in standardization and quality control 
in industry and trade. 

As part of the above-mentioned tasks, the mission will review 
whether the approach utilized in the projects has led to optimum 
results, or whether another approach could have improved the 
results. This will require a review of the following issues: 

a) Relations of the projects with industry and other end-users; 
b) Problems related to the organizational ~osition and management 

of SLSI. 
c) Future financing of SLSI in general, and the laboratories in 

µarticular. 

The mission will also review to what extent the planned 
relations with and involvement of the private sector i~ the 
projects have been realized and how they could be improved. 
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While a thorough review of the past is in itself very 
iaportant, the in-depth evaluation is expected to lead to detailed 
suggestions for a successful coapletion of the reaaining part of 
the on-going pro.;ect. The aission is free to aake any relevant 
reccaaendations. 

2. Institution Building - related issues 

The Mission will review the following five issues: 

i. Identification of Needs, Affordability and Coaaitaent 

a) Where and how was the need for the speci.!'ic technical co
operation (TC) identified? Was it part of a coaprehensive 
national TC prograaae, of a sector plan or did it derive fro• 
the country prograaae? If derived fro• phase I of assistance 
how was priority established? 

b) How was affordability of the SLSI (at starting, during 
iapleaentation and after project coapletion) established? Can 
needs for financial, huaan and technical resources be 
specified and are the resources available? 

c) How were policy require•ents and linkages between the SLSI and 
other institutions identified? 

d) Was there momentua and coaaitaent within the SLSI to 
innovation and change? 

ii. Specification of Goals and Involveaent 

a) Identify institution building goals of the project. 

b) Are the goals clearly identified in the project document? 

c) Does SLSI clearly understand the goals of the projects and 
their role in achievement of these goals? 

iii. Intervention: Design and Provision 

a) Did the project design phase include a deliberate choice of 
institutional arrangements for project implementation? Was 
the choice preceded by a process of institutional screening 
of possible implementation arrangements, e.g. reliance on 
central government ministries, local government bodies, non
governmental organisations, and/or ad hoc project 
organisations? 

b) Did design draw attention to cross-se~toral and cross
institutional demands on the SLSI? 
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c) Which means were used: to support development of the SLSI; on
the-job or organised training: blue-print organisational 
design; preparations of plans and policies; twinning; 
scholarships; involvements of local professionals; others? 

d) To what was the work of the advisers and training lin~ed -
innovations and procedures, programmes, organisational 
structure, others? 

e) Were both technical/operational and institutional functions 
included in the job descriptions of project attached technical 
assistance personnel? Was the balance between the two types 
of functions appropriate, and did it change during project 
implementation? 

iv. Effectiveness and Appropriateness 

a) Which methods of institutional development support seem to 
have been most effective? 

b) How does the simplicity of institutional design (e.g., co
ordination requirements, focus on project objectives, level 
of integration etc.) affect a project's performance or 
effectiveness? 

c) In retrospect (evaluation perspective), was the technical co
operation appropriate to the country's organisational and 
development context and needs? Did the technical co-operation 
evolve (was it phased), as the needs of SLSI changed? Did the 
technical co-operation assist SLSI in responding flexibly to 
changing development needs and circumstances? 

d) Was the TC-intervention cost-effective? Can the costs and the 
benefits be estimated and compared? If so, how was this 
achieved? What were the results of the cost-effectiveness 
analysis? 

v. Institutional Sustainability 

a) Does the Government view the SLSI and what it produces with 
sufficient satisfaction to assure its continuous support for 
its programmes? 

b) Will the Government continue to support SLSI? Can it? Is the 
financing of regular maintenance and support systems for the 
activities of the SLSI assured within the Government's budget? 

c) Was the balance between the project's technical/operational 
objectives and its institutional development objectives 
appropriate from the point of view of sustainability of 
project results? 
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d) How is the mana~ement structure of SLSI designed? How is the 
tea• work of the management staff functioning? 

e) Does SLSI have the capability to identify changing needs and 
respond to thea? 

f) How self sufficient is SLSI? 

3. Lessons learned 

The aission is expected to record any lessons that can be 
learned fro• the experience of the two projects in particular 
anything that either can be applied or should be avoided in the 
future. 

III. COMPOSITION OF THE MISSION 

The aission will be coaposed of: 

One UNDP consultant, team-leader 
One UNIDO consultant 
One representative of the Government of Sri Lanka 

The aembers of the mission should not have been directly 
involved in the design, appraisal and/or implmentation of the 
projects. 

IV. TIMETABLE AND REPORT OF THE MISSION 

The total duration of the mission is planned for 21 working 
days and the timetable is proposed as follows: 

1) Briefing of the UNDP consultant at UNDP HQs, New York - 1 day 
2) Briefing of the UNDP and UNIDO consultants at UNIDO HQs, 

Vienna - 3 days 
3) Field work - 10 days 
4) Debriefing at UNIDO and UNDP HQs - 1 day each 
5) Preparation of the final report - 5 days 

The mission members will assemble in the off ice of the UNDP 
Resident Representative in Colombo, on Monday 7 January 1991 at 
9.00 a.a. for a local briefing and arrangement of logistics. 

The teamleader is responsible for the conduct of the 
evaluation as well as for the preparation of the final report. The 
report should be prepared in accordance with UNDP guidelines and 
in sufficient number of copies (10 copies for UNDP Colombo). 
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At the end of the field work the mission will hold a meeting 
with the management of the SLSI, senior officials of the Ministry 
of Trade and Commerce and the External Resources Department as well 
as the Resident Representative at which it will present and discuss 
its initial findings, conclusions and recommendations. 

V. CONSULTATIONS IN THE FIELD 

The mi ssior. will maintain close liaison with the Resident 
Representative of UNDP and the UNIDO Country Director in Sri Lanka, 
the concerned government organizations and the project's national 
and international staff. 

Although the mission should feel free to discuss with the 
authorities concerned anything relevant to its assignment, it is 
not authorized to make any commitments on behalf of UNDP or UNIDO. 

VI. BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS 

Project documents for phase I and II, (DP/SRL/82/003, 
DP/SRL/86/007). 
Latest project budget revision, (DP/SRL/86/007/?). 
Project Progress Reports (PPR) DP/SRL/82/003: 12/82-4/83, 
5/83-10/83' 11/83-4/84' 5/84-9/84' '0/84-3/85' 4/85-9/85' 
10/85-3/86 
Tripartite Review Reports DP/SRL/82/003: 02/06/83, 06/12/83, 
20/06/84, 16/11/84, 25/06/85, 03/12/85, 01/07/86, 09/12/86. 
Project Performance Evaluation Report (PPER), November 1989. 
Tripartite Review Repo~t DP/SRL/86/007, 14/02/90. 
Technical reports prepared by experts, consultants and 
subcontractors: "Project Report: Communication Strategy" 
DP/SRL/86/007, 30/5/89. 
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ORGANIZAIIONS VISITED AND PERSONS MET. WITH THEIR FUNCTION 

Ministr:y of Industries. Scjence and Tecbnolo&Y 

R. Wickrer.esinghe 
A.S. Jayawardena 
W.C. Dheerasekera 

Mjnistr:y of Policy Plannin& 

Mrs. C. Amarasekera 

Mjnjstr:y of Trade 

Mrs. J. Pinnawale 

Export Development Board 

Mrs. M. Pandittesekere 

G.S. Fernando 
C. Dahanayake 
Asoka N. Semanayake 
C.D.R.A. Jayawardene 
B.S.P. Mendis 
W.W. Bandularatne 
V. Pilanavithana 
R. Goonathilake 
D.D. Kodagoda 
Mrs. S.M. Wijewansa 
Mrs. M.P.M. Thilaicanatawa 
S.K.S.I. de Silva 
T.S. Amarawansa 

UHDP Colombo 

J.K.R. England 
S. Sharif 

B. Garcia 
J.B. Gorski 
Miss Nina E. Lindroos 

£nterprjses yisited 

Mason's Mixture Limited (Paints) 
S.C.A. Fernando 
V. Thal pavila 

Minister 
Secretary 
Director, Markets and Consumer Service 

Additional Director, External Resources 
Division 

Commissioner of Internal Trade 

Director, Product Management 

Council Member 
Council Member 
Acting Director General 
Deputy Director General 
Director, Scientific Standards 
Director, Engineering Standards 
Director, Implementation 
Director, Consultancy and Training 
Director, Laboratory Services 
Director, Documentation and Information 
Asst. Director, Chemical Laboratories 
Maintenance Engineer 
Testing Officer 

Resident Representative 
Deputy Resident Representative 

(Programmes) 
Deputy Resident Representative 
UNIDO Country Director 
Junior Professional Officer 

Managing Director 
Marketing Executive 
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Enterprises visited (cont'd) 

Central Industries Limited (PVC pipes) 
K. Weerapperuma Director/General Manager 

Ceylon Tobacco Company Limited (cigarettes) 
T.S. de Silva Services Manager 

Kelani Cables, Ltd. 
J.K.S. Jayasinghe 

UNIDO. Vienna 

K. Stephens 

H. Mansur 

Works Manager 

Senior Industrial Development Officer 
and Backstopping Officer 

Senior Programme Officer 
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